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Frustratingly for many, and despite
repeated calls to do so, the government
has revealed it won’t be making ethnicity
pay gap reporting mandatory – at
least for now. But that doesn’t mean
HR should sweep the issue under the
metaphorical carpet; analysing your
own data is a valuable exercise
in stamping out institutional
inequity. In our cover feature this
issue, we’ve drilled down into why
(and how) you can start reporting,
and crunched the numbers from
those who already have.
EleanorWhitehouseEditor
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Peter Cheese
Chief executive

Another crisis – where next?
Welcome
from the CIPD

peoplemanagement.co.uk 5

Reflecting on our last issue andmy comments then,

the themewas the unpredictability of events. But

there was no reference to thewar inUkraine. At

that point, Russia had started positioning troops

on the border, but few believed it would go ahead

and invade. It is incredible to see what has happene
d

in just a few short weeks to upset a world view and

create a humanitarian crisis in Europe.

world’s sunflower seed
products – hence its flag
depicting the yellow
sunflowers and the
flat blue skies.
These crises will

continue to create
significant challenges for
our profession.
Pay pressures and
recruitment challenges
were already a defining

theme at the start of 2022 and are not going

to get any easier. For some, rethinking
operations in Russia andUkraine has already

been very consuming, along with working
out how best to look after people in such
difficult circumstances. Looking ahead,
consumer spending will likely start to drop as

households rein back in the face of rising
costs.That could lead to wider recession and

organisations cutting back whichmay then
reverse the employment trend but create
other challenges.
As we have all seen through the crises in

recent years, we have to be agile in order to be

able to respond rapidly to changing
circumstances. It tests us all, but should also

remind us of the importance of continuing to

keep people at the front of our agendas, and

as organisations, being clear on our principles

andwhat we stand for. Being a responsible
business, recognising and supporting all our

stakeholders and not just shareholders.
Businessesmust show compassion, fairness

and inclusion, evenwhenmaking tough
decisions, and operate in an ethical and
principledmanner.Wewill all be judged by

howwe respond andmanage the changes
needed as we look to create better, more
sustainable businesses to face the challenges

– as well as the opportunities – ahead.
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“I used to be
responsible

for their
development.

Now I’m
responsible

for their lives”

HR’s role in Ukraine

More than 10 million people

have now fled their homes in

Ukraine, leaving family, jobs

and possessions behind

WORDS DAN CAVE

The war in Ukraine has sent shock waves across the world – and HR has a

pivotal part to play in supporting workers affected both directly and indirectly

32 peoplemanagement.co.uk
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HR’s role in Ukraine

WORDS DAN CAVE

The war in Ukraine has sent shock waves across the world – and HR has a 

pivotal part to play in supporting workers affected both directly and indirectly
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HR has been working to support

staff affected by the war in

Ukraine, including displaced

employees and their families

We seem to be in an era of what some have
described as ‘polycrisis’ or ‘permacrisis’ – ongoing

combinations of individual crises that wemust

respond to. Formany countries, the response to

theUkraine crisis has been to place economic

pressure onRussia, and as a result, businesses are

being compelled to rethink their supply chains

or business relationships in the region at great

speed. I have argued in the past that the era of

open globalisation seemed to be on hold, with

greater national protectionismmore to the fore,

and this war has accelerated that and changed

the landscape of geopolitical and economic
thinking in a few short weeks.There are decades

where nothing happens, andweeks where
decades happen. (Ironically a quote fromLenin.)

The displacement of people fromUkraine is

tragic to see, but it has been extraordinary how

neighbouring countries have stepped up to take

refugees into their homes.Offers of employment

are growing, alongside charitable donations

from somany.We haven’t always been consistent

in our responses to refugee crises, but it is
encouraging to see real humanity in the face of

the biggest outflow of people in a short time

frame from any country inmodern times.
The broader economic fallout on all of us is

now a widespread concern.Wewere already

being confronted with inflation and rising
energy prices as global demand grew rapidly

following the pandemic, which in turn knocks

on to other costs of supplies.This conflict is

nowmaking this worse. Not only energy, but

basic food products are a big part of Russia and

Ukraine’s economies, accounting for as much

as 30 per cent of global grain exports. Ukraine

alone produces around 50 per cent of the
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{Health&wellbeing}

Menopause
policies
lacking
Businesses are making
progress in addressing the
taboo around themenopause:
earlier this month, 600 firms
including Tesco, RoyalMail
and the BBC signed a pledge
to take steps to support
affected employees. But the
majority of firms still have
a way to go. A YouGov poll
of 1,025HR professionals,
commissioned by Irwin
Mitchell, found that almost
three-quarters (72 per cent)
of firms did not have a
menopause policy, with 44
per cent of these admitting
they had not thought about
implementing one. Another
15 per cent said they didn’t
consider it a priority, while
7 per cent claimed that
embarrassment about the
issue were holding them back.
Jenny Arrowsmith,

employment law partner at
IrwinMitchell, warned of
an uptick in tribunal claims
involving the menopause.
“We expect to see complaints
increase further,” she says,
particularly if additional legal
protection were to be given
to those who have significant
symptoms: something the
Women and Equalities
Committee discussed during
its inquiry intomenopause
and the workplace.
But, Arrowsmith says,

having a menopause policy
could help firms approach
conversations and provide
a framework for employers
to evidence their response if
challenged in a tribunal.

{Inclusion&diversity}

Noethnicitypayreporting–yet
Formany, it seemed like just amatter of time
– evenPeopleManagement thought it was a
foregone conclusion, splashing the headline
Ethnicity pay reporting is coming
in ourOct/Nov 2021 issue.
However, the government had

other plans. In its Inclusive
Britain report, the long-awaited
response to the controversial
Sewell report, the government
confirmed that it did not currently
have any intention of introducing
mandatory ethnicity pay reporting
requirements, claiming that it
wanted to “avoid imposing new
reporting burdens on businesses as they
recover from the pandemic”. Instead, the
report said the governmentwould focus on
supporting employers with voluntary
reporting and promised to publish guidance,
including case studies, this summer.
In total, the report hadmore than 70

actions the governmentwould take to
reduce ethnic disparities across the country.
Among them are plans to discourage the use
of the termBAME (Black, Asian and

minority ethnic), which the report
acknowledges is “unhelpful”,
But, experts have described the failure to

implementmandatory ethnicity pay
reporting as amissed opportunity.
“Unfortunately, we know from
previous schemes that a voluntary
approachwill not help drive the
changes that are needed,” says Ben
Wilmott, head of public policy at
theCIPD. “The government has
missed an opportunity to tackle
racial discrimination and
inequality in theworkplace.”

By notmandating that firms report their
diversity data, the government could
actually bemaking things harder for
employers, saysDavid Lorimer, director at
Fieldfisher. But, he says: “If you are going to
do it, you need to have an action plan.”
Organisations need to knowhow they

plan to interrogate and examine their data
if theywant to see where their issues lie.
For example, knowing an ethnicity pay gap
ismore skewed at senior levels will inform
how a business responds, says Lorimer.
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Thismonthwe’ve learned...

“Avoluntary
approach
willnothelp
drivethe
changesthat
areneeded”

Whilemanyemployersare
making redundancies, some
arehoping to recruit staffby
theendof theyear

The big lesson

Companies that choose toa
nalyse

their diversitydataare still
not obliged

topublishethnicitypaygap
s in theUK
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Thepandemic has been a
particularly tough time for
the young and the old, both of
whomwere disproportionately
represented in the furlough
figures. But, while youth
employment is recovering, the
latest official figures warn tens
of thousands of older workers
are leaving theworkforce.
The latest labourmarket
figures from theOffice for
National Statistics (ONS)
found that those aged 50 and
over saw the largest decrease in

economic activity
of any age
group
since the
pandemic
started. In
January
2022, there
were nearly
280,000
more

Despite some gloomy
headlines, FTSE 100 firms
have seen some success
recently when it comes to
meeting leadership diversity
targets. Lastmonth, the latest
report from the Parker Review
Committee on boardroom
diversity found theUK’s top
listed companies had almost
all met the review’s target of
having at least one board
member from an ethnic
minority background.
By the target deadline of

December 2021, 89 of the

FTSE 100 companies had
ethnic diversity on their
boards. ByMarch 2022,
another five firms had
added a director from an
ethnic minority background,
while three more are said to
be in the advanced stages of
recruiting an ethnic
minority director. Similarly,
the FTSE 250 was on track
tomeet its target of all firms
having at least one ethnic
minority director
by 2024, with
more than half
(128) having
already
achieved this
by December
2021.

{Flexibleworking}

Four-dayweekontheup
The four-dayweek has been
hyped for years. But it turns
out themajority of businesses
are already doing it. A poll of
500C-suite business leaders,
conducted byHenley Business
School, found that two-thirds
(65 per cent) were operating a
four-dayweek for some or all
of their employees, andwere
savingmoneywhile doing so.
The research estimated that

businesses were saving a total
of £104bn– the equivalent of
2.2 per cent of theUK’s
annual turnover – through
improvements to productivity
andwellbeing and lower

running costs, while still
paying staff a full salary.
DrMiriamMarra, associate

professor of finance atHenley
Business School, said the
pandemic hadmadeworkers
more aware of the value of the
hours theywork. “It seems
clearer, nowmore than ever,
that timemeansmoneywhen
it is owned,” she said.
A separate poll of 1,000

officeworkers, conducted by
Velocity Smart Technology,
found 72 per cent werewilling
towork a compressed four-day
week – the same hours for the
same pay but over four days.

Feedback is always
appreciated when a job
interview doesn’t go your
way, but when does the
recruitment process become
too transparent?
A jobseeker in theUS

may have discovered the
answer the hard way when
he found out he wasn’t getting
a role he’d applied for after
he was copied into an email
chain betweenHR and
hiringmanagers discussing
his application.
In a video posted on

TikTok, Alexander, who

goes by the username
@noveltygay, posted an
image of anHR email
which was obviouslymeant
to stay internal – that said:
“Well, that’s interesting.
Okay, so let’s reject him…”
In a later post, he

elaborated that while the
reason given in the email
for not hiring himwas that
he failed to turn up to an
interview, Alexander claimed
he wasn’t given an interview
time, showing an unanswered
email to the company to
back up his claim.

{Inclusion&diversity}

Diversity
targetsmet

50-to-64-year-olds who
were economically inactive
–meaning theywere not in
work and not looking for
work – compared to before
the pandemic in January
2020. A separate piece of
ONS research looking at over-
50s found that the number
of people in this age group
whomoved into economic
inactivity was 87,000 higher
in the threemonths to June
2021 than the same period
in 2019, withmen and those
in professional occupations
largely driving this shift.
Stuart Lewis, founder of

Rest Less, said the figures
did not come as a surprise.
“We’ve been talking about
the brewing crisis andmass
exodus [of older workers] for a
couple of years, since the start
of the pandemic, and it’s been
falling on deaf ears,” he says.

{Recruitment}

Candidaterejected
byaccidentalemailCC

{Labourmarket}

Labourstatswarnof
over-50s‘exodus’

Emails sentunintentionally
canhaveseriousconsequences

sobewareofpressing ‘replyall’

StuartLewisofRestLesshaswarnedofolder
workers leaving theworkforce,whileDrMiriam
Marraargues in favourof a four-dayweek
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News& analysis

P&Osackings:
will thelawchange?
Thegovernment has alreadymade changes targeted directly at

the

ferry operator, but there could be wider repercussions for em
ployers

WORDS YOANACHOLTEEVA

Transport secretaryGrantShapps
orderedUKports to start refusing
entry to ferryoperators thatpay
staffbelow theminimumwage
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”Thenewcode
willclamp
downon
unscrupulous
employers”

P
&O Ferries has been under scrutiny since
it dismissed 800 employees en masse on
17 March. The firm, which received nearly
£15m in Covid support funding, has been
widely criticised by the government, trade
unions and lawmakers for the way it went

about making the redundancies, apparently done in
order to replace staff with cheaper agency workers.
With no prior warning and over a video call that
lasted just a few minutes, the staff were informed it
was their final day of employment with immediate
effect. The firm said the redundancies were essential
to its survival, and that it had made a £100m loss
year on year which had been covered by its parent
company, Dubai-based DP World.

The firm’s CEO, Peter Hebblethwaite,
admitted to a parliamentary hearing that
the firm had broken UK employment law
when it failed to consult on the redundancies
(He claimed unions would not have agreed
to such cuts and that the firm would
“compensate everybody in full”), and earlier
this month the UK Insolvency Service
announced it had started “formal criminal
and civil investigations”.

But, as many commentators have
pointed out, the ferry operator may
have exploited a loophole in the
Maritime Labour Convention
allowing it to class its employees as
seafarers – meaning they are not
protected by UK employment
law. “P&O may be able to avoid
tribunal claims due to jurisdictional
requirements – namely that it does
not fall within the remit of UK
employment law and instead is subject
to unique maritime laws,” explains Paul
Holcroft, managing director of Croner.
In response, transport secretary Grant
Shapps unveiled plans to bring forward legislation
requiring ferries coming in and out of UK ports to
pay the UK minimum wage, and instructed port
operators to start refusing entry to ferries not paying
the national minimum wage.

In a move likely to have a wider impact on UK
businesses, the government also announced it would
bring in a new statutory code of practice on firing
and rehiring – the controversial practice often used in
contract negotiations where an employer terminates
an employee’s contract and immediately re-engages
them on new, usually less favourable, terms. This new
statutory code will also “clamp down on controversial
tactics used by unscrupulous employers that fail to
engage in meaningful consultations with employees,”
the government said, and give tribunals more

teeth by allowing them to increase an employee’s
compensation by 25 per cent in cases where an
employer is found to be non-compliant. “P&O
Ferries’ actions were not a case of fire and rehire –
just fire. However, the way the company acted in not
consulting employees before taking extreme measures
was appalling,” said Paul Scully, the labour markets
minister, when he announced the new code.

But, trade unions – which have historically called
for tougher rules against ‘fire and rehire’ tactics –
have argued that not only are these plans not enough
to change the outcome of the P&O case, they are
also insufficient to protect workers in the future.
Gary Smith, general secretary of the GMB, said

changes amounted to “futile tinkering”.
“We urgently need clear legislation to
outlaw this abhorrent tactic,” he said.
Similarly, Tim Sharp, policy officer at
the TUC, called on the government to
instead “bring forward a long-promised
Employment Bill,” referencing the long-
awaited bill expected to bring in many of
the recommendations of the 2019 Taylor
Review. (TheFinancial Times recently

reported the Bill was once again
expected to be missing from the

Queen’s Speech in May).
James Potts, head of

legal at Peninsula, says the
introduction of a new
statutory code “will help
to deter employers from
completing unfair and
unreasonable dismissal and

re-engagements”, and that
both employers and employees

would benefit from the structured
framework it would provide.
But, he cautions that a total
ban on the practice could lead

to more redundancies in the long run – especially
in cases where employers have justifiable grounds
for making contractual changes and have run a
meaningful consultation. “Fire-rehire could be an
essential means of protecting the long-term viability
of the organisation and safeguarding the employment
of the entire workforce,” he says.

Regardless of the law, Rachel Suff, employee
relations adviser at the CIPD, says sacking staff
on the spot was “inhumane and very difficult to
justify”. Acknowledging the reality that job cuts are
sometimes necessary, she warns: “Businesses that fail
to meet their legal and moral obligations to consult
and treat people fairly face significant risks and
costs,” she says, including long-lasting damage to staff
morale, employment relations and brand reputation.
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P&O:events
sofar
17March
Shipping company
P&OFerries
dismisses 800
members of staff
via a pre-recorded
video. Disruption is
caused at the port
of Dover.

19March
P&O resumes
limited service
amid calls for it to
lose its licence.

24March
P&OFerries
CEOPeter
Hebblethwaite
admits to a
parliamentary
hearing that the
firmbroke the law.

29March
Labourmarkets
minister Paul Scully
announces a new
statutory code
on ‘fire and rehire’
to “clampdown
on” the use of the
controversial tactic.

30March
The government
introduces
legislation to
require ferries
operating via UK
ports pay the
nationalminimum
wage. TheBritish
Ports Association
warns it “could be
unworkable”.

1April
The Insolvency
Service starts an
investigation into
the P&Ocase.
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howHRcanhelp

F
or the past few months, it’s
seemed like the cost of living
crisis has reached a new high
(or low, depending on how you

look at it) every week. Coinciding
with last year’s energy firm bust, the
current situation is seeing even some
of the savviest spenders and highest
earners having to reduce their
outgoings. The harsh reality now
is that many employees are having
to make tough decisions on where
to cut their expenditure: it’s now
increasingly common for workers
to have to choose between keeping up

with soaring gas bills and
essential household food shopping.
Since People Management last covered
the story in our February issue, the
Ukraine war and price cap increase
have meant that households are seeing
an even bigger rise in energy prices.
With so many people

affected, it’s not something
employers are able to
ignore, but what can HR
reasonably be asked to do?
A recent CIPD study

revealed the extent of
the situation: more

than one in 10 (12 per cent) said
their salary was not enough for
them to afford basic necessities
without going into debt, and
more than a quarter (27 per cent)
said their current level of pay was
not enough for them to cover a

£300 emergency
without having to dip
into savings. Less than
half (47 per cent)
earn enough to save
for retirement, and a
third (34 per cent) of
those earning less than

”12percent
saidtheirsalary
wasnotenough
tocoverbasic
necessities”

10 peoplemanagement.co.uk

WORDS JASMINE URQUHART

Some employees are having to choose between paying their bills and feeding
their families – but there are ways employers can help to ease the squeeze

Costof livingcrisis:



News& analysis

£20,000 say their money worries affect
their job performance.

While the post-Covid boom saw
warnings of spiralling wage increases,
they’re not going nearly far enough to
help people keep up with the cost of
living. And while the latest Office for
National Statistics (ONS) data showed
that growth in average pay including
bonuses was 4.8 per cent in the three
months to January 2022, this fell to
just 0.1 per cent when adjusted for
inflation. Similarly, the boost to regular
pay excluding bonuses was 3.8 per cent
over the same three months, but fell
to -1 per cent when adjusted for
inflation. Since then, the rate
of inflation increased to
6.2 per cent in February:
the highest rate seen for
three decades.

The annual increase
to the national living
wage that came into
effect on 1 April was
the largest ever,
according to the
government, but is likely
to be entirely eaten up by
rising bills. While those
working full time on
minimum wage will bring
home an extra £800 a year,

energy bills alone are up by an average
of nearly £700 a year. Those earning
above the living wage also face
problems with pay: according to a
CIPHR study, two-thirds (64 per
cent) of employees thought their last pay rise
was unfair, with 70 per cent reporting that it
was unreflective of their job performance.
Employers do seem to be acknowledging the
situation, however: nearly two-thirds (63 per
cent) said in a separate CIPHR survey that
they plan to give their employees a pay rise
in line with or above inflation this year.

According to another poll by Wagestream,
two-thirds (68 per cent) of employees are
now hiding mental health struggles which
have been brought on by money worries,
while a quarter (24 per cent) of the 5,000
people polled said they were concerned
about money every day – an 8 percentage
point increase on the previous year.

peoplemanagement.co.uk 11

Clearly the issue is worsening for both
employers and employees, so what can be done?
CIPD guidance says employers can start by
ensuring they’re paying a fair and livable wage
– not only by paying a wage that enables
employees to meet the true cost of living, but
also by providing workers with hours they want
and need, giving enough advance notice of shifts
and offering occupational sick pay.

“While employers might not be able to
match spiralling inflation, they can perhaps
look to increase other discretionary benefits
and incentives, which may help mitigate
feelings of unfairness and increased turnover,”

says Claire Williams, chief people
officer at CIPHR.

This was echoed by Samantha
Johnson, policy lead at the

Chartered Institute of
Payroll Professionals
(CIPP), who says payroll
departments need to
become more creative with
their pay strategies
by offering salary sacrifice
and holiday purchase

schemes and working
with discount providers

to help employees make
their pay go further.

The CIPD guidance also
highlights that supporting
in-work progression is another
tangible way to improve an
employee’s situation, especially
for those who may have become
‘stuck’ in low-paid roles.

Employers can promote a culture of lifelong
learning, and ensure a flexible working culture.
Implementing a clear pay structure and
developing the skills of line managers can also
contribute to a positive pay culture.

Similarly, for employees on the edge of
poverty, a financial benefits package that
provides the right kind of support can make
a difference. Offering accommodation or
rent subsidies, paid time off for childcare
responsibilities, and travel to work schemes
– or simply signposting employees to
wellbeing resources and providing them
with financial education – can all help keep
employees out of poverty.
✶ Read the CIPD’s guidance for employers on tackling in-work
poverty at bit.ly/CIPDTacklingPoverty
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departments need to 
become more creative with 
their pay strategies 
by off ering salary sacrifi ce by off ering salary sacrifi ce 
and holiday purchase 
by off ering salary sacrifi ce 
and holiday purchase 

schemes and working 
with discount providers with discount providers 

to help employees make 
their pay go further.

Th e CIPD guidance also 
their pay go further.

Th e CIPD guidance also 
highlights that supporting highlights that supporting 

”Thegovernment’s
increasetothe
minimumwage
islikelytobe
eatenupbybills”

Having a financial
wellbeing policy
is one of the best
things a business
can do to support
its staff in dealing
with the cost of
living crisis.
ACIPD poll

found employees
whose organisation
had such a policy
weremore likely
to say that they
are able to keep
upwith bills
and credit card
payments without
difficulty (70 per
cent compared
to 58 per cent),
andmore likely to
say their pay was
enough to save for
retirement (61 per
cent compared to
41 per cent).
These

employeeswere
alsomore likely to
say they had a good
level of benefits (70
per cent compared
to 28per cent),
including a
generous pension
(64per cent
compared to
26per cent).

and need, giving enough advance notice of shift s 
Why
shouldHR
implement
afinancial
wellbeing
policy?
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PeopleManagement explores whether our experience of the workplace could be
enriched by learning and interacting in online virtual environments

Themetaverse:awholenewworldofwork?

I
t’s 9am and you’re logging into work:
you put your headset on and appear in
the metaverse as an avatar – a virtual
representation of yourself. As other
avatars appear, filling this digital 3D

space, you exchange small talk with the
person next to you as you find your space
at a virtual desk ready to collaborate with
your colleagues from across the globe.
While it sounds like science fiction,
companies such as Disney, Meta
(formerly Facebook) and retailers Nike,
Forever 21 and Selfridges have already
started exploring the potential of the
metaverse for customer experience – and
it might not be long before it comes to a
workplace near you.

The metaverse is a “shared virtual
world”, explains professor Bob Stone,
human factors specialist and director
of the University of Birmingham’s

it is being used in the workplace is
found at Accenture UK, which built
a virtual campus called the ‘Nth floor’
where remote teams can learn and work
together, irrespective of where they are.

“While nothing can replace the value
of a face-to-face meeting, we do see how
these workplace experiences can evolve
how we meet and work together online,”
says Lisa Rose, Accenture’s HR lead in the
UK & Ireland. “People tell us they feel
more present in a meeting in our virtual
office than they do in an [traditional]
online event – free from the distraction

of an instant message or email that
pops up in the inbox.” This year,

the company expects to use the
metaverse to greet 150,000

new hires on their first day,
says Rose, explaining that
employees are likely to

Human Interface Technologies team.
In workplace terms, it’s a 3D computer-
generated version of what firms do on the
likes of Zoom and Teams. “It’s a pervasive,
simulated world in which people from
across all different cultures can get
together for work, education, leisure
activities and retail,” he says.

Companies could use this technology
to collaborate across different branches
of an international firm; the travel
industry could use it for L&D to simulate
on-location experiences; and health and
safety training via the metaverse
could allow managers to
guide staff through
critical points and
potentially even
test employees,
says Stone. One
example of how

Digital avatarsof employee
scanwork

andmeet togethervirtually
, though

theymaybebasedall over t
heworld

of an instant message or email that 
pops up in the inbox.” Th is year, 

the company expects to use the 
metaverse to greet 150,000 

new hires on their fi rst day, 
says Rose, explaining that 
employees are likely to 

could allow managers to 
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retain “asmuch as 33 per
centmore information in
immersive learning environments
thanwithmore passive online training”.
And themetaverse is not just limited

to recruitment, saysHayfaMohdzaini,
senior research adviser at theCIPD.
“Themetaverse could be useful for
activities that aremore expensive or
dangerous to do in real life – like going
out for a team snowboarding trip in
summer – or too troublesome to do
online in 2D– like tailoring a uniform to
fit the new employee,” she says.
It can also support company health

andwellbeing policies too, suggests
NickDiamond,membership director
at Business in theCommunity. “The
metaverse could offer a new arena for
employees to talk about their wellbeing,
such asmental health,” he said. “People
crave human interaction, so for some
colleagues who areworking remotely, the
metaverse could be a new step toward
offering those connections that the

workforce hasmissed.”
But, for all of the hopes for

businesses using themetaverse,
Stone cautions against employers rushing
to get in on the action. For one, employees
may struggle with the technology, which
consists of screens, headsets and different
interfaces. “If you don’t understand
your corporate population but you put
a [route to the]metaverse in place and
expect everyone to don low-cost virtual
reality headsets and come together, that’s a
recipe for failure,” he says. “Themetaverse
is all very well, as is [MetaCEO]Mark
Zuckerberg showing his avatar andwaxing
lyrical about thewonders of the future
metaverse…But if companies don’t think
about the people who use it and different
cultures, I think it’s going to come to a
sticky end,” says Stone. And just because
themetaverse is in a digital space does not
exempt it from the rules and regulations
of the real world.There is the risk that
staffwho feel “emboldened” by appearing
in avatar formmay behave inways that

are not appropriate for theworkplace,
warns Barry Ross, director and partner
atCrossland Employment Solicitors – a
concern that already has precedent in
theway people behave on socialmedia.
“We presently have a culture where
comments of a hateful or discriminatory
nature happen on [online] platforms that
would not happen in real life,” Ross says,
suggesting that it is not a great leap to
assume that this could happenwithin the
metaverse unless it ismanaged.
Employers will also need to think

about how tomonitor employees in
themetaverse to ensure that they take
downtime, says Ross, noting that a virtual
workplace has just asmuch potential to
see employees burn out.
But, themove to themetaverse is still

in its infancy,meaning itmight be too
soon towrite it off, saysMohdzaini.
“Adoption of themetaverse is in the early
stage, so I would expect howpeople use
themetaverse and the technologies that
support it will evolve.”

retain “as much as 33 per 
cent more information in 
immersive learning environments 

workforce has missed.”
But, for all of the hopes for 

businesses using the metaverse, 
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Having been delayed by the pandemic, the changes were finally rolled out last April –
but many firms are still struggling to get to grips with the legislation

Earlier this year, the government spending
watchdog warned that the cost of IR35
changes to businesses could be larger
than expected. In a report, the National
Audit Office said that when the changes
to the private sector came into force in
2021, the government “expected new
administrative burdens… to be small”.

However, best practice in the public sector,
which saw the same changes introduced
much earlier, suggested organisations
needed “significant investment” to stay
compliant. “Public bodies we interviewed
explained that in some cases a lot of staff
time had to be put into administration and
ongoing compliance work,” the report said.

The cost of IR35

T
his time just over a year
ago, many businesses
were hopingHMRC
would have a change of
heart and backtrack on

its plans to roll out changes to
IR35 off-payroll rules to the
private sector. Unlike the
public sector – where the
responsible for determining
the employment status of
contractors moved to the
employer in 2017 – private
sector organisations were
granted a reprieve because of
the pandemic. Initially meant
to be rolled out in 2020, the
date was pushed back to April
2021. Even then, when the
rules did eventually come into
force, employers were promised
a soft landing, withHMRC
pledging not to fine firms for
accidental breaches of the rules.
That grace period came to an end at

the start of April, and once again the
focus of many businesses is back on this
notoriously finicky piece of legislation.
“Many businesses have asked us to
reassess their solution in recent months,”
saysMatt Fryer, head of legal services at
Brookson Legal. “This is especially true
for those organisations who have not
engaged with IR35 since their initial

News& analysis
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Privatesector IR35:oneyearon

Determining theemployment status
of your staff,whetherpermanentor
contractedworkers, is nowessential in
theprivate sectorunder IR35 legislation

audit, leading them to seek
advice and reassurance aroundmeeting
HMRC’s reasonable care threshold.”
IR35 was first introduced in 2000 to

ensure people who were working like an
employee, but through their own limited
company, paid broadly the same tax as
someone employed directly. Initially,
contracts were responsible for deciding
whether they were caught by this rule,
but under the changes the responsibility
for deciding employment status for

tax purposes – and the tax liability
that comes with it – now falls squarely
on the employer.
By now, however, firms should be

well versed inmaking these assessments.
A poll of 500 senior managers by
Brookson Legal found four in five
(80 per cent) had planned to review
their IR35 solution by April this year.
However, the end of the grace period
also coincides with a time of growth:
90 per cent of managers polled said
their firms planned to extend their
use of contractors over the next 12
months to support business growth.
As such, Fryer urges employers to
conduct regular reviews of contractor
status determinations.
“It’s important for businesses to use

the end of the soft landing period as a
welcome period of reflection; to review
their solution and implement a robust
approach that can realise the flexibility
and agility IR35 can deliver,” he says.A
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learningtechnologies.co.uk
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workplace learning
exhibition & conference
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register for the FREE Exhibition

With 9,000 attendees, 200 exhibitors and 200

speakers, Learning Technologies London is the must-
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

A
manhas been banned fromusing the
employment tribunals (ET) service after
makingmore than 40 claims against
multiple companies, the Employment

Appeal Tribunal (EAT) has ruled.
MrDTaheri was handed aRestriction

of ProceedingsOrder (RPO) of indefinite
notice, prohibiting him frommaking claims
against employers without the permission
of the EATor the Judge of theHighCourt.
TheEAT found that Taheri was engaged in a
“weaponisation” of the ETprocess, and had
a “modus operandi” of applying for a job,
then bringing a claim against the employer
if his applications were rejected and seeking
thousands of pounds in damages.
Taherimade 43 “vexatious” claims between

2012 and 2020, often on the grounds of race,
age and/or disability discrimination.The
majority were struck out because they had no
reasonable chance of success, were withdrawn
byTaheri or were settled out of court. All of
the claims that were brought forward failed.
His first claim, for £1,000, was brought in

October 2012 against a pub afterTaheri was
rejected for a chef role.The pub claimed he
was not interviewed because of the “pushy
and insistent nature” of his emails. Taheri was
found guilty of harassment against amember
of staff there and sentenced to 28 days’
imprisonment and a restraining order.

In another incident, in 2013, he claimed
£5,000 against a clothing retailer after hewas
rejected for a sales assistant role.The retailer
claimed he had turned up at one of its shops
and stared “menacingly” at staff through
thewindow.That same year, the president
of the England andWales ET told the
treasury solicitor in a letter howTaheri “seeks
thousands of pounds but thenwrites to the
Respondent’s representatives repeatedly (20
or 30 times) demanding settlements of £500,
and threatening to hold a press conference”.
Taheri argued that since February 2021, he

had “only” three claims outstanding; however,
the EAT commented that three claimswas
“not an insignificant number”.The tribunal
ruled that he had “used the ETprocess to put
pressure onwould-be employers to enter into
low-value settlements” and “habitually and
persistently brought proceedings without any
reasonable grounds”, causing “inconvenience,
harassment and expense”.
JulesQuinn, employment partner at King

&Spalding, said it appeared that inmany
of the cases, the affected employers sought
to “buy off ”Taheri out of court for smaller
sums ofmoney, “rather than incur legal fees of
defending” the claim. But, she said, employers
affected by vexatious claims can also apply for
the case to be struck out or ask for a deposit
order to be issued to the claimant.

Jobseekerbannedfromtribunalsservice
aftermakingover40‘vexatious’claims

Employeeswho take part in strike
action are not protected fromany
sanctions short of dismissal, the
Court of Appeal has ruled, in effect
allowing organisations to take
action against employees taking
part in industrial action, including
depriving themof non-contractual
benefits, as long as they are
not dismissed. The decision
overturned a previous ruling from
the Employment Appeals Tribunal
(EAT) that had found an employee

whowas participating in industrial
action protected fromdetriment
by the EuropeanConvention
onHumanRights (ECHR), with
theCourt of Appeal finding that
despite what the ECHR said, the
UK had not implemented the
primary legislation necessary to
protect employees in this way.
The casewas initially brought

to tribunal by FionaMercer, a care
worker employed byAlternative
FuturesGroup, after shewas

disciplined for her participation in
a series of strikes in 2019.
SamanthaDickinson, partner

atMayoWynneBaxter, said the
decisionmeant employers were
nowon firmer ground if they
wanted to act against staff in
similar circumstances. But, while
the decisionwas binding on lower
courts and theCourt of Appeal
going forward, shewarned firms
“still need to exercise caution as the
law in this area is highly nuanced”.

Did youknow thatCIPDmem
bers haveexclusive access t

o

theEmploymentLawatWor
kService and legal helplines

?

cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/e
mployment-law

For employment lawadvice and
resources, visithr-inform.co.uk

EAT says theman’s threatening behaviour ‘weaponised’ the process

Strikingworkersnotprotectedfromactionsshortofdismissal

Careworker
accusedoflying
aboutCovidwas
unfairlydismissed
Anemployeewas constructively
unfairly dismissed after an argument
with hismanager duringwhich hewas
shouted at, a tribunal ruled.
TheWatford employment tribunal

found that Kestrel GroveNursing
Homebreached implied termsof
trust and confidence after amanager
accusedMrGGalang, a domestic
assistant, of lying about his absence
due toCovid symptoms. It found that
the care homewas unable to identify a
fair reason for the dismissal.
InMarch 2020,Galang suffered

symptoms related toCovid-19 and
was off for several weekswith aGP’s
fit note. On theday he returned to
work, 5May2020, he noticed staff
working in the kitchenwere not
wearing facemasks and jokingly
mentioned to a colleague that he
wouldmake a complaint to theCare
QualityCommission (CQC), which
regulates care homes.
The sameday, hismanager,

MrTripp, heard thatGalang had
threatened to report the home to the
CQCanddecided to speak to him.
The tribunal heard that in themeeting
Tripp shouted atGalang, pointing his
finger in his face and accusedhimof
lying to hisGPand falsifying a doctor’s
note. At the endof themeeting, Tripp
warnedGalang that going forward
hewould be “on his back every five
minutes”. (Tripp deniedGalang’s
version of events).
Galangwas issued an informal

warning in respect of “unsatisfactory
conduct”, and on 7May,Galang sent
his resignation letter to the care home.
JudgeSkehan ruled that Tripp’s

actions constituted abreach of the
employment contract. The tribunal
found that therewas no investigation
into allegations of dishonesty and
therewas no reason to suspect
dishonesty onGalang’s part.
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Why interpersonal

skills will be vital in

the future of work
Go1, one of the world’s largest corporate education content

hubs, feels passionate about the future of work and what

shape the workplace and workforces will take in the coming

years. As jobs are being redefined by evolving and new

technologies, hybrid working and a fast paced cultural climate,

one set of key evergreen skills to nurture are interpersonal

skills; the behaviors and tactics a person uses to interact with

others effectively, ranging from communication and listening to

attitude and deportment.

In recent years, demands of businesses to their employees for

interpersonal skills has skyrocketed, to the point where many

predict that these skills could very well define the future of

work altogether. According to McKinsey, people with strong

interpersonal skills are 14% more likely to earn a top-quintile

income and a research conducted by TRVST finds that 93% of

employers believe soft skills (also known as interpersonal skills)

are “very important” or “essential”, while 97% say they are key

to business growth and success.

About Go1

With a mission to unlock

positive potential through a

love for learning. Go1 Premium

is a comprehensive collection

of hundreds of thousands

of workforce learning and

development resources from

the world’s best providers. With

over 3.5 million learners — and

growing — Go1 is a world

leader in online learning.

Go1 also offers learning

content creators a suite of

tools so they can streamline

the distribution of their content.

Go1 Connect enables full

control of content distribution,

empowering learning providers

to focus on what they do best

- creating impactful content for

their customers and learners.

Ollie Browning from Go1 identifies the top five interpersonal

skills to nurture and grow as employees, and for L&D

professionals to put at the top of their agendas:
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N
ow,more than ever, the
personal resilience of our
workforce is inescapable.
We often describe personal
resilience as a response to

stressors. But what if I told you it’s
muchmore than that?
Our knowledge of personal

resilience comes largely from the
perspectives of people who have
already experienced stressors and
adversity. I became curious about
what we could learn by taking a
strengths-based perspective and
examining resilience through
the experiences of highly
successful individuals.This led
me to researching the personal
resilience of executive leaders in
my practice setting of healthcare.
My findings provide newways
of conceptualising personal resilience

and,most importantly,
howwe can enable it in
others.Here are some
highlights fromwhat
my research into this
area has uncovered:

Resilience isactive
Themost significant
discovery arising

frommy research is that for these
executive leaders, personal resilience
is not a response. It is experienced as
active, continual, and aboutmoving the
situation forward for both themselves and
their followers.They are always horizon
scanning and seeking out stressors before
they happen.This enables them to actively
prepare themselves and their organisation
for future stressors, or avoid them entirely.

Banking resilience
Social support is an established enabler
of personal resilience, yetmuch of our

knowledge focuses on this support being
unidirectional.These executive leaders
are highly values-driven and see their role
as enabling resilience in others.However,
they also crafted the concept of ‘banking’
personal resilience, knowing that helping
people todaywill lead to this support
being returned to them in the future.

Positive framing
Wecan perceive the same situation in
different ways.These leaders actively
frame stressors in a positive and optimistic
way, for both themselves and their
followers. A negative stressor can instead
become a positive challenge to overcome,
or opportunity to embrace.Thismakes it
easier tomanage.

Motivational energy
These executive leaders experience
personal resilience as a formof
motivational energy that can be topped
up like a battery and transferred between

situations. Being aware of what
motivates them and actively building in
time for these activities enables them to
maintain their resilience energywhen
facing challenging stressors.Theymay
get a top-up from amotivational staff
engagement activity in themorning that
enables them to deal with a challenging
boardmeeting that afternoon.

Activelydeveloping resilience
While we understand personal resilience
as something that can be developed, these
executive leaders go further by actively
seeking out stressors to learn from.They
have purposefully exposed themselves to
amanageable level of stress throughout
their careers, such as stretch assignments,
and positively framed these experiences
as learning opportunities. Actively
developing personal resilience in this
way has enabled them to thrive when
facing the significant stressors that they
encounter during their daily lives.

“Anegative
stressorcan
become
apositive
challenge”

NATIONAL IMPROVING
HEALTHANDWELLBEING
LEADATNHSENGLAND

I’ ll tell you something…

DRADAMTURNER
By listening to executive leaders, we can rethink personal resilience

Notallworkplace
disastersare

sinkor swim: vie
wingastressful

situationasa lea
rningexperience

candeveloppers
onal resilience

Comment
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be affordedmore choice over their hours.
And key indicators are alreadymoving
in the bank’s favour showing the changes
are beingwelcomed. But it’s also involved
a lot of commswork to ensure people feel
empowered, including online guidance
and improved training for linemanagers,
says Brown. “We’ve given people freedom
to decide, but lots of people aren’t used to
this level of freedom,” she points out.
And this move towards permanent

flexibility has also been looked at
under an organisational design lens,
encompassing the rest of the bank’s
people offering. “We’ve looked at
every aspect of the employee lifecycle
to say what needs to change to deliver
this philosophy,” explains Brown. For
example, the bank’s reward offering has
been drastically improved; A LifeMore
Virgin also offers new benefits including
five extra ‘wellbeing days’ per year, as well
as gender-neutral parental leave. Looking
at the organisation’s offering holistically
is key, Brown says, to making sure it’s
sustainable in the longer term. “If you
don’t embed these things systemically,

added impetus to its plans. Having
surveyed all VirginMoney staff (as well as
more than 3,000members of the public)
about what they wanted fromworking
flexibly, it found 73 per cent of employees
saidmore flexibility would improve their
general happiness, and 62 per cent said it
would improve their mental health. But
people also said they wanted choice in
what that flexibility looks like, explains

Brown. “Some flexibility is
prescriptive in itself, so we’ve
tried to think systemically
about howwe create a
proposition that’s flexible in
itself and shows we trust people
tomake the right choices, while
still meeting our regulatory
and risk obligations.”
Aiming for ‘A LifeMore

Virgin’ to be completely in place by
summer 2022, all staffwill be provided
with the tech they need towork flexibly,
and it will be down to individual teams
themselves to decide how andwhere
theywould prefer to do their jobs. Even
branch staffwhose location is fixedwill

Thebank introduced locationlessworking as part of amore flexible culture

“Lotsofpeople
aren’tusedtothis
leveloffreedom”

In practice
RealReal organisations,organisations, realreal challengeschallenges

“Toooften
inclusion
strategies
justfocuson
symptoms”

VirginMoney

A
third of the way up central
London’s 45-storey Leadenhall
Building, affectionately known
as the Cheesegrater, sits Virgin
Money’s LondonHQ. Bedecked

in contemporary, on-brand red decor and
luxurious furniture, on the sunny day in
mid-March when PeopleManagement
visits, aside from a boardmeeting taking
place down the corridor, it’s noticeably
empty.The office is,
explains group chief people
and communications
officer Syreeta Brown, on
the company’s list to be
remodelled as part of its
post-Covid ‘A LifeMore
Virgin’ package, formally
announced inNovember,
under which staff can choose
where they work, and the firmwill
maintain key hubs for staff to work in
collaboratively, rather than forcing them
back to a traditional ‘office’.
It’s a path, says Brown, who joined

the bank inNovember 2021, that it was
on before the pandemic, yet this clearly
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SyreetaBrown says ambitious
and systemic change is essential
if inclusion anddiversity are to be
truly embedded in an organisation

they can just become gimmicks,” she says.
The changes brought about by the

introduction of A LifeMore Virgin also put
inclusivity centre stage, explains Brown. “In
today’s world, diversity and inclusion has
become a programmatic, sideways initiative
that organisations have to do,” she says. “A
LifeMore Virgin really pulls inclusion into
the centre of our strategy.”With ambitious
targets in place (between 45-55 per cent
gender diversity at senior level and 10 per
cent ethnic diversity across the group by
2025), themove to amore locationless
workingmodel has also removed some of
the barriers the bank has experienced in
accessing talent. In the past fivemonths,
Brown says, the number of applications
for its vacancies has doubled, with hiring
managers reporting a greater diversity of
candidates.When location is removed,
she says, the reasons people give for why
they can’t improve diversity also start to
be removed. “Which is a cornerstone of
having a truly inclusive strategy,” she adds.
“It has to be systemic. Too often inclusion
strategies just focus on symptoms.”
As part of A LifeMore Virgin, Brown

has alsomade a conscious effort to do away
with a large number of people policies,
only maintainingmandatory ones such as
regulatory and health and safety. “We’ve
tried to eliminate a lot of the prescription
around how a policy should be practised
between amanager and a colleague,” she
explains. “I’ve turned it over to colleagues
to say ‘do the right thing’, and it’s been
proven that when you do that, you get
people doing the right thing. Nobody
comes to work to deliberately circumvent
the rules.” And it’s a tactic she thinks other
organisations will also start following: “You
have to have guard rails, but also appreciate
the environment and employeemarket is
now determining what happens; we don’t
determine what happens anymore.”
For Brown, themonths and years to

come will see the bank working to truly
embed A LifeMore Virgin as a long-term
culture change, not just a ‘Covid’ project,
and iterate as required in order to build on
its already “phenomenal” improvements
to employee engagement and reward
ratings and achieve its ambition of being
theUK’s leading digital bank. And she’s
realistic about the potential for more
future changes: “Nobody’s got the answers
on flexible working; the world is still
changing and organisations need to be
open to doing that as well.”
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In practice
PrestonCollege

T
he landscape in further education is
ever changing, saysGillThornton,
head ofHRat PrestonCollege. “It’s
not well funded, sowe’ve had to be
creative andmake things happen
with limited resources,” she says.

So when the time came for a drastic
change of direction for the college in order
to salvage its droppingOfsted rating,
Thornton and her team had to work even
harder, with a new people strategy core to
the organisation’s turnaround plans.
Almost a decade ago in 2013, the

college improved from anOfsted rating
of ‘Requires improvement’ to ‘Good’.
However, a second visit in 2016 saw it
drop back down, having failed
to demonstrate a “strong
trajectory” during the time
between inspections, explains
Thornton.With the college
setting its intention to return
to ‘Good’,Thorntonwanted to
inject energy and new thought
processes into the organisation,
and introduced a host of
measures designed to improve
the working environment.
Part of this involved introducing a

culture of ‘no blame’, whereby staff are
encouraged to share the things they’ve
done right, rather than focusing onwhat

improvement supported each other:
“There was the vision for the whole college
to get our ‘Good’ back, and a lot of energy
around the voice that would be given
to staff through the IIP, so that all came
together at the same time,” she explains.
An added challenge during this time

was a restructuring, throughwhich the
organisation decided to stop offering
A level courses in the school year
2014-15. “Our raison d’être has always
been on the vocational and training side,”
Thornton explains. Her teamworked
alongside the union every step of the way
to develop the “best scenario” for the
college inmaking the transition, andwas
also supported by the union during staff
consultations, yet some staff “didn’t see
themselves aligning to our new brand”
and subsequently chose to leave, she says.
After two years of investment in its

people, culture andworking practices,
the college’s ‘Good’Ofsted rating was
reinstated in 2018 following an early
inspection, and it was awarded its Silver
IIP accreditation inMarch 2017 –with
40 per cent of the evaluated areas already
meeting theGold standard.
Yet havingmet her initial goals for

Ofsted and IIP ratings, all while managing
a rebrand on the side,Thorntonwas still
not done. In 2018, the college introduced

people have done wrong.The college
also took its teaching back to basics,
introducing formal lesson plans and
encouraging staff to learn from each other.
“We looked at our best practitioners and
set up opportunities, such as observing
‘masterclass lessons’,”Thornton explains.
It also organised ‘walkthroughs’, where
staff literally walked through teaching or
practical skills and development sessions
and provided feedback onwhether the
workmet corporate standards.
At the same time as work to get back

to a ‘Good’ rating was getting underway,
PrestonCollege had also signed up to be
an earlier adopter of Investors in People

(IIP)’s new framework.
Thornton drafted an
“aspirational” paper, which
detailed the college’s hopes
of achieving Silver standard
under the new framework by
March 2017, and theGold
standard byMarch 2020.
“We set up an IIP task group
across the organisation’s
different tiers, so we had
voices from every part,” she

explains. “That helped in doing a self-
assessment and acting as champions.”.
According toThornton, the dual

goals of IIP accreditation andOfsted

The further education provider saw staff satisfaction
jump after it set its sights on a better Ofsted rating

“Pursuingexternal
accreditationsgave
ouremployeesavoice”

“Staffhavebeen
encouraged
tosharethings
they’vedone
right,notfocus
onwhat’swrong”
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Gill Thornton says allowing staff
to learn fromeach otherwithout
fear of judgement has improved
creativity and liftedmorale

a five-year plan to achieve a ‘Good’Ofsted
rating and pursueGold IIP accreditation.
Four years into the plan, progress

has been positive. PrestonCollege was
awardedGold IIP accreditation in 2021
after the assessment – originally planned
forMarch 2020 –was delayed. And
it still has its sights firmly set on being
‘Outstanding’. “We’ve done a lot of staff
development days about what exactly that
wouldmean,”Thornton says.
Andwhile the college still does

walkthroughs, they aren’t graded, and
staff instead focus on having feedback
conversations about what went well, which
lets “creativity fly”,Thornton says, rather
than allowing a fear of not performing.
The college’s journey to being ‘Gold and

Good’ is also reflected in its staff feedback:
in a workforce survey for the school year
2020-21, five of the six survey sections saw
improvements. Levels of staff satisfaction
ranged from 63 to 81 per cent in last year’s
data, compared to between 48 and 61 per
cent during 2018-19. In addition, almost
94 per cent of staff agreed the college is
“well led andmanaged”: a 16 percentage
point increase on 2018-19.
Ahead of its current five-year plan

ending in 2023, another iteration is being
reviewed and, in themeantime, there will
be a refresh of the organisation’s values.
The college will “absolutely” be aiming
for an ‘Outstanding’ Ofsted rating, says
Thornton, but she caveats that the aim is
to be “outstanding in everything we do”,
and not just for the sake ofOfsted.
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Exclusive new data shows ethnic
minority employees need to work
58minutes longer than their white
colleagues to earn the same amount.
But how can organisations begin
to address the imbalance?
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Employees at Sodexo were
horrified by the murder
of George Floyd in
Minneapolis in May 2020
and the food services and

facilities management company felt
it needed to do more to bring about
meaningful change. One of its first
actions was to sign an open letter to
the Sunday Times newspaper from
business leaders, pledging to set stretch
targets for ethnic representation and
report annually on its progress.The
company then committed to reporting
its ethnicity pay gap data, and was the
first employer in the hospitality sector
to publish this, in 2021.
“We believe data is one of the best

places to start,” says Raj Jones, Sodexo’s
head of diversity, equity and inclusion.
“It shows you where people sit in
the business, what pay equity is like.
It enables conversations internally
and holds us to account externally.”
The company also set up a strategic
taskforce made up of

leaders from Black and other ethnic
minority backgrounds to better
understand the lived experiences
of employees and start meaningful
conversations about race. Jones says
there is an “ongoing drumbeat” of
activity around inclusion that brings
in senior sponsors, employee networks
and external speakers.
Sodexo is one of a growing number

of employers choosing to voluntarily
publish its ethnicity pay gap data as
employee demands get louder around
action on environmental, social and
governance (ESG) goals.
According to Business in the

Community, which asks organisations
to sign up to pay gap reporting as part
of its Race at Work Charter, the number
of employers doing so has grown from
11 per cent in 2018 to 19 per cent in
2021. After a government consultation
into making it a legal requirement
concluded more than three years ago,
there had been mounting pressure from
MPs and business bodies to introduce

legislation in April 2023.
But this will no longer

happen, as the
government’s

response to
the 2021

Sewell report into racism in Britain
has confirmed. Instead, the Inclusive
Britain report said the government
would support employers that want to
publish their ethnicity pay gaps, and
would publish guidance to help them
do so this summer.
The report acknowledges that there

are a host of challenges associated with
ethnicity pay gap reporting that did
not impact gender pay obligations –
something that was highlighted by the
then small business minister Paul Scully
during a parliamentary debate on the
issue last year.
First, we have a wide range of ethnic

minority groups in the UK– ethnicity
pay reporting is not ‘binary’ in the
same way as gender pay reporting, so
it is disingenuous tomake sweeping
comparisons between ‘white’ employees
and all other ethnicities.This in turn
affects statistical robustness, because
minimum sample sizes would be needed
to ensure data shows an accurate picture
of pay comparisons in an organisation,
and some ethnicities may have a far
smaller representation than others.
Furthermore, any requirement

would have to support reporting across
demographically different areas –
employers in parts of the country with
smaller ethnic minority populations
could struggle to produce a meaningful
report because the numbers are too low.
Nigel Marriott, an independent

statistician who has been involved in
shaping the new guidance, agrees that it
would be impossible to apply the same
framework used for gender pay gap
reporting to ethnicity. “With gender,
the census shows it to be around
50/50 in the population while around
86 per cent of the UK is white.That
means you’re comparing a majority
category with multiple minority
categories,” he says. “Also, ethnic
distribution varies considerably
across the country, so the end result
could be that an employer might be
all-white by virtue of where it is based.
Similarly, if you’re doing a straight
comparison between white and all
other ethnicities, you could eliminate
the pay gap by just recruiting a single
minority – your ethnicity pay gap
would be zero, but you’d have got there

Encouragingstafftoself-declare
onethnicityprovidescompanies
withmorerobustdata toanalyse
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Whereshouldbusinessesstart?

Although thegovernment hasnowconfirmed
itwill not introducea legal requirement for
companies to report their ethnicity paygap,
there are solid reasons tomove forwardanddo
so.Getting aheadon thedata is “anopportunity
to showyou’re credible” about yourdiversity and
inclusionpromises, saysAlisonWoods, partner
andco-headof employment atCMSLaw.
“We’re seeingESGstarting to havea snowball
impact, andmuchmore is goingonwithout
legislationhaving tobe inplace,” she says. “It’s
peoplepower; companies are lookingat this
issuebecauseofwider pressures rather thana
legal obligation.” Sohowshouldorganisations
set about collecting and reporting thedata?
Build trust: “Peoplemight not bewilling to
share if theyalreadyhaveconcerns about their
employer’s approach todiversity,” saysWoods.
“We’ve seenclients goona journeyof trust, but if
you’re clear ondataprivacyandhowyouwill use

thedata, youcanbuild up the information.”
Collect thedata: ‘Keepasking’ is a common
messageamongorganisations that have
achievedhighdisclosure rates (anythingnorth
of 70per cent, according toSandraKerr, race
director atBusiness in theCommunity). Use
data-capturemoments suchasemployee
surveys, annual appraisals andonboarding to
increase levels of data sharing.
Run thenumbers: In itsEthnicityPayReporting
guide, theCIPD recommendsorganisations
publish a) thedifferencebetween themedian
hourly rateof payof all “full-pay relevant”
white employeesand the same for those from
other ethnicminority backgroundsandb) the
differencebetween themeanhourly rateof pay
for the samegroups.
Breakdown thedata: If numbers allow,
runanadditional analysis basedonmore
detailedethnicity categories alongside the

“Peopleliketo
believethat
weliveina
meritocracy,
butyou needthe
datatoproveit”

by excluding all other ethnic minorities.”
Furthermore, because ethnic identity
is something that has to be ‘shared’
willingly by an employee, anyone who
felt uncomfortable with this could just
choose to tick the ‘not applicable’ or
‘prefer not to say’ box when they are
recruited, decreasing disclosure rates
and the reliability of any analysis.
In its ethnicity pay reporting guide

forUK employers, theCIPD advocates
– as long as numbers allow – using the
five broad ethnicity categories
used in census data: white;
mixed or multiple ethnic group;
Asian or Asian British; Black/
African/Caribbean/Black
British; or other ethnic group.
A recent survey by theHR body
found that 47 per cent of those
collecting ethnicity data used
these classifications, and 30 per
cent of this group used the 18
sub-categories from the 2011 census. But
when it comes to statistical robustness
and sample sizes, it’s likely that only larger
organisations would be able to report
with any granularity,Marriott suggests.
The Royal Statistical Society stated in

its recommendations for improving pay
gap reporting in 2019 that any category
with fewer than 100 employees would

become less and less reliable the smaller
the sample. On this basis, only a small
percentage of employers with fewer
than 1,000 employees would be able
to compare data based on the census
ethnicity categories. Go down to the
250-employee threshold for gender pay
gap reporting, and “around 95 per cent”
would not be able to report, he says.
With almost 23,000 employees,

consulting giant PwC has the luxury
of not only a large workforce sample

but years of experience
in collecting and
analysing workforce
data.The company has
published details of its
ethnicity pay gap since
2018, something that
“creates a stronger sense
of accountability to
drive improvements
internally”, according

to Sarah Churchman, UK head of
diversity, inclusion and wellbeing. One
of the drivers for publishing this data
before being under legal obligation to
do so is the size and maturity of the
company’s dataset. “We’ve focused on
this for a long time so we have good data
– around 97 per cent of people have
shared their ethnicity,” she explains.

“When you have robust data you can
do good modelling.” PwC captures
data during the recruitment processes
to ensure they are fair, as well as other
moments in the employment lifecycle
such as performance management,
promotions and participation on high-
potential programmes. Employees are
also invited to update their personal
details – which includes a question
about ethnicity – when they review
their flexible benefits and complete
regulatory training, so there are plenty
of opportunities to disclose.
The benefit of such a high volume of

good quality data is that the company
has been able to break down its pay
differentials further than comparing
white employees with anyone from an
ethnic minority background. So while
its overall ethnicity median hourly
pay gap is 2.9 per cent, this fluctuates
according to different ethnicities within
the workforce. “When we started
breaking it down, we realised that
19 per cent of our Black and ethnic
minority talent is Asian, and only 4 per
cent Black.This obviously affects the
pay gap down the line, so we thought
about where we need to intervene,”
adds Churchman.This year, PwC
launched a scheme aimed at Black

headline figure.Aswith genderpay reporting,
organisations could also lookat the gap inbonus
payments andpresent paygapanalysis across
quartile paybands.
Present thecontext:TheCIPDadvocates
twoadditional statistics that donot appear in
genderpay reports: demographicdataon the
proportionof anemployer’s totalworkforce
fromethnicminority backgrounds; and the
proportionof employees that chose todisclose
their ethnicity. This data can thenbeusedas
contextual information in your report.
Produceanarrative:Akey recommendationof
theCommissiononRaceandEthnicDisparities
is that organisationspublish adiagnosis and
actionplan, setting out the reasons for and
steps to address thedisparities thefigures
havehighlighted. “Havingaduty to report does
not fix theproblem, aswe’ve seenwith the
genderpaygap,” addsWoods. “Start to think
aboutwhat your narrativewouldbe, engage
with yourworkforceandsee if there is awider
commitment to change.”
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undergraduates where they undertake
a three-day paid programme that could
lead to an internship, work placement
or graduate role depending on the stage
of someone’s degree. Sharing the role
of data in why such programmes exist
is all part of building a culture of trust,
she says. “We have a clear explanation
as to how we use the data and that it’s
held confidentially so we can look at the
fairness of our processes. People like to
believe we live in a meritocracy, but you
need data to prove it.”
Sodexo broke down its

own ethnicity pay data
into four categories: white;
Black; Asian; and mixed
ethnic, as well as calculating
an overall gap between
white employees and those
of other ethnicities. It was
able to produce a figure for
the overall gap for each of its
legal entities (as is required
in gender pay gap reporting) but the
sub-categories had to be calculated
across the business as a whole. “We’re
now running a big initiative to get all of
our diversity data up so we can overlay
it and dig much deeper,” adds Jones.
While the overall gap is quite small
because around 20 per cent of frontline
staff are from ethnic minorities, one
of the key priorities has been to review
processes across the employee lifecycle
to ensure workers receive equitable
promotion prospects within the
company. “We want people to stay
here and thrive,” she says.
But building this level of transparency

also requires a degree of trust. “An
initial hurdle is that some employees
may not like to reveal to their employer
how they categorise themselves, so be
upfront about why you’re collecting
the data and provide assurances that it
will remain anonymous,” says Amanda
Glover, a senior employment solicitor
at Clarkslegal.
Sandra Kerr, race director at Business

in the Community, says organisations
need to “build confidence that the data
will be used for something positive
to benefit the organisation and the
individual”. Many employers use
internal campaigns to encourage people
to self-declare, or share how past data
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insights have driven improvements, she
advises. “Even if you don’t get everyone
declaring, having people tick ‘prefer
not to say’ means the message has
been delivered rather than not getting
through. If leaders share their stories
on the ‘why’ and you encourage new
joiners to disclose, you’re driving up
data capture,” she adds.
Network Rail has disclosed its

ethnicity pay gap for the past three
years as part of a longer-term strategy
to gain more transparency on the
challenges for employees across a
spectrum of protected characteristics.
Two years ago, the diversity team
launched a disclosure campaign offering
employees the chance to update their
personal details on ethnicity alongside
other categories including their sexual
orientation or if they have a disability.
Office-based staff received an email,
while frontline workers were written to
and given a pre-paid envelope to return
their responses. “The message was ‘you
can share as much as you want’ – we’re
clear that we use data to target resources
and programmes and why it’s good to
know the make-up of our workforce,”
explains Jonathan Payne, who works
in the D&I team. “But we’re also clear
about what we don’t use it for – their
line manager would not see it, nor
would a recruiter.”
Gathering data across multiple

diversity strands means the company
can look at pay equity through an
intersectional lens, he adds. “Many
people might have one protected
characteristic but we wanted to know
the compound effect of being in more
than one – for example, overlaying
ethnicity pay with gender can show us
whether males or females from certain
backgrounds are treated differently.”
While it is yet to report its ethnicity

pay gap data publicly, this year the
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
decided to conduct an analysis using
the same methodology as the gender
pay gap calculations, so it could get a
baseline figure to work with. “While
we collect ethnicity data on specific
ethnic minority groups, we have
undertaken the pay gap analysis on
a more simplified level, usingWhite
and BME categories, because we
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Average percentages of ethnic
minority staff in pay quartiles^

Most common percentages of ethnic
minority staff in pay quartiles^
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NetworkRail haspublished itspay
gap for thepast threeyearsafter
an internal campaign toencourage
stafftodisclose theirethnicity
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know that if we were to analyse all
minority groups separately such small
sample sizes would provide little or no
statistical validity,” says Andy Read,
deputy director of people services.
The exercise also threw up other
statistical challenges, such as variations
in employees’ length of service or
their terms and conditions. “Overall,
however, it remains important that
we don’t just look at pay gap data in

isolation: it is part of a much
wider analysis of diversity
in employment and directly
informs our diversity and
inclusion strategy,” he adds.
Like Network Rail, the CPS
embarked on a disclosure
campaign called ‘Count
me in’, including messaging
in staff inductions, and
inclusion and diversity

events, such as awareness days.The
organisation has increased the ethnic
diversity of its workforce over the last
five years – 21 per cent of employees
are from ethnic minority backgrounds
compared to the Civil Service average
of 13.2 per cent – but Read adds that
“data is imperative in sustaining our
position as an inclusive employer”.
“Having a strong set of accurate
diversity data enables us to implement
positive action in a properly targeted
way,” he says.
Of course, simply publishing a set of

figures does not translate to a greater
sense of inclusion and belonging – the
work that follows these insights is what
makes the difference. “Even if you
don’t report the data, there are actions
you can commit to as a company that
will reduce any pay gap, such as not
asking for salary history or addressing
unconscious bias,” adds Glover.
Crucially, collecting and analysing data
on pay across ethnicities can start an
important conversation about where
your business needs to be. Payne says
Network Rail has never looked back
since it started expanding its reporting
processes: “Doing this demonstrates
you take equity seriously – both to
people outside your organisation
considering you as an employer, and
your existing employees,” he says.
✶ Read theCIPD’s guide to ethnicity pay reporting forUK
companies atbit.ly/EthnicityPayReporting

“Thereare
actionsyou
can committo
asacompany
thatwillreduce
anypaygap”
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for their
development.

Now I’m
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for their lives”
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HR’s role in Ukraine

WORDSDANCAVE

The war in Ukraine has sent shock waves across the world – and HR has a
pivotal part to play in supporting workers affected both directly and indirectly
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More than 10 million people
have now fled their homes in
Ukraine, leaving family, jobs
and possessions behind
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Globalprotestshavedemonstrated

awidespreaddesire toprovideboth

practicalandpolitical support to

thepeopleofUkraine

HR’s role in Ukraine

War, broadly speaking,
is experienced in two
distinct ways. Formost
in theUK, the ongoing
Russian invasion of

Ukraine has been a conflict understood
through devices.Though thismakes
news of cities bombed to rubble and of
displaced peoples thronging at border
checkpoints no less horrifying, it does
make it all somewhat distanced; viewed
through laptops, phones andTV screens,
listened to via headphones and speakers.
Despite this interspace, events of

21 February 2022 and beyond have
sparkedmany intowanting
to do asmuch as they can to
help, business leaders andHR
practitioners among them.Here,
information and best practice
sharing has beenmost prominent.
SergioCaredda, until recently
chief people officer at Italian
retailerOVS and a current adviser
there, is constantly updating the
well-visited ‘HR forUkraine’ site
he created, crowdsourcing insight
on howorganisations supportUkrainian
colleagues who have been impacted.
In addition, some firms are changing

their people operations. AUKbusiness

coalition, includingMarks&Spencer
andRobertWalters, is advertising
10,000 roles for those displaced orwho
want to leave. Adecco, the recruitment
firm, has started a specific jobs board
forUkrainian refugees. For those
with staff inUkraine, Sally Llewellyn,
regional security director for EMEA
at International SOS, which offers
security riskmanagement services to
businesses, says her organisation is
helping employers create escalation plans
and look at where employeesmight be
impacted. “The organisations that have
beenmost effective in assisting their

workforce inUkraine are
thosewith contingency
planning in place and clear
communication, verifiable
intelligence gathering, and
decision-making structure”
she explains.
Yet even for those now

deeply intertwined in
aid or riskmanagement
efforts from afar, these
involvements are still

distinct from the other experience of war.
The onewhere you awake to the shock
news that your country has been invaded.
The onewhere among the first things you

encounter is a spouse in tears, just after
dawn, a timewhen youwould usually be
preparing for a normal working day.The
onewhere you hurriedly ring relatives to
check in, to inform. It’s the experience
RomanZomko,CEOof Impressit, a
Ukraine-based digital agency, tellsPeople
Managementwas his and that, amonth
into the conflict, makes it “hard to recall
how things used to be before this war.”
Zomko is still living and working

in Lviv, a westernUkrainian city away
from regions that have seen themost
intense fighting, thoughmultiple missile
strikes have hit surrounding areas. “I
saw [my wife] crying like never before…
and I sent a message in our joint [whole
company] Slack channel; let’s say it was
a bit emotional,” he says of when the
invasion first began. He explains that
the primary driver, and all subsequent
actions, in those first moments of war
were about ensuring his employees were
safe, including a Kyiv-basedDevOps
engineer who was recruited but had not
yet started working for him, and that he
was well informed. “Themain goal was
tomake sure everyone was safe and that
we knewwhat was happening with every
member of our team,” he says, adding
that among the first decisions he took

“Organisations
thathave
contingency
planning have
beenthemost
effective”



● Theeasiest option to leaveand
workoutsideUkraine is to travel to
aEuropeanUnion (EU)member state.
If an employer hasoffices there,
there areEUprovisions for
Ukrainians to accesswork, education,
accommodation, andother benefits.
TheEUhasalso set upadirective to
best placeUkrainians across the
wholemember zone.

● Alternatively,manyEuropean
countries havenational schemes that
canbeaccessed.

● Employers alsoneed toknow the
differencebetweenvisa-free andvisa
travel, immigration,workpermit and
refugeepathways. Therearealso
nomadvisaoptions available in and
outsideEUcountries.

● If anyemployerwants to employa
Ukrainiannational in theUK, there are
threemain routes. There is a route for
skilledworkers – slowandexpensive,
but offers afive-year visa anda route
to settlement –and two
concessionary routes: theUkraine
FamilySchemevisaand the
Homes forUkraine scheme.
The latter routewill eventually be
rolledout so it canbeprovidedvia
organisations, not just individuals.

● The immigration situation is dynamic
andchanging. Sourcing independent
legal advice is essential.
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was to call his HR lead so they could
align on employee care before telling
staff to ignore work and focus on their
families for the time being.
Zomko’s approach highlights the need

to consider the total people impact of
war and not just its impact on business
operations: amindset thatHR teams
not in the country are also driven by.
Drinks giantDiageo has paused some
operations to focus on its five staff
insideUkraine; SAPhas closed offices
and is taking safeguardingmeasures;
and other businesses are employing
security firms to busworkers out of the
country. AstraZeneca, which employs
200 people inUkraine, is providing
temporary accommodation for those
who flee the country, alongside financial
and emotional support. For those still in
Ukraine, the pharmaceutical giant has
rolled out virtual education sessions for
employees’ children.
Butwartime employee support

doesn’t have to take agency away
from individuals. Revolut, the
challenger bankwith people
inUkraine, is rolling out help
– financial and tool-based;
there is a significant trend of
non-Ukrainian companies with
aUkrainian employee presence
delivering relocation and/or
wartime funds for their staff . As
a company spokesperson tells
PeopleManagement: “[Support
is there] if theywant to relocate.”
Revolut’s internal efforts arematched

by changes to business operations,
making it easier for customers to
donate toUkraine-focused charities
and easing account set-up requirements
for refugees. It’s a showcase in ensuring
values are practised in an holisticmanner,
somethingHRknows the importance
of. And for staff that don’t want tomove,
the fintech firmhas partneredwith a
global security partner and onboarded
allUkraine employees to a security app,
using experts to deliver tech and solutions
HR teams aren’t used to providing.
TheUK-headquartered bank’s

approachmight seem counterintuitive:
why allow yourmost important assets
to stay in awarzone? But there are valid
reasons.Many aren’t allowed to leave. In
addition, commercial flights are halted,
getting foreignworking visas can be

complicated, and border crossing is
fraught. As LouiseHaycock, partner at
immigrant law firmFragomen, explains,
manywon’t leave for amix of cultural,
logistical and familial reasons. “This is
not the usual situation, where people
might arrive in a country ready towork,”
she says. “This is a [war-hit] population
with specific needs.The driver for where
these people end up is not just going to be
aboutwhere employers want them to be.”
There are also thosewho see it as a duty

to stay in the country, bringing inmuch-
needed funds to a struggling economy.
Ukraine has a rapidly growing technology
sector – producing the founders of
WhatsApp andGrammarly –worth
£5bn a year and employing hundreds of
thousands of people.Many see it as the
key toUkraine surviving past this war, so
HRneeds to think of ways it can support
those it engages with here. Zomko explains
that work on culture and team ethic is
crucial in being able towork through

successfully, adding: “Tech
is at themoment one of the
few industries which can
continue operating and the
Ukrainian economy largely
relies on businesses that
continueworking on the
globalmarket.”
This focus on the role

culture and teamdynamics
have to play inwarmay be
somewhereHRneeds to

focus in themedium term as Zomko’s ‘stay
andwork’ approach isn’t unique.Oleh
Humeniuk, CEOofWePlayHolding, an
e-sports business, believes that keeping
work open and paying staff offers a slice of
normality.He says: “Keeping a company
running during thewar is an extremely
responsible thing to do, as people don’t
feel safe and have no idea if tomorrow
will even come.” Zomko agrees: “The
best thing that companies can do right
now is to distract their teams inUkraine
withwork.” Separately, aUKHR leader
notes a “staggeringwill to work” among
Ukrainian teams, recalling one employee
who apologised for being fiveminutes late
to ameeting because a bomb alert went off.
But such steadfastness can’t exist in

silo: it needs support. ForWePlay, that
means salary is deposited in advance,
conscripts are still paid, and ‘positive’
news is shared among staff at the end of

“TheUkrainian
economyrelies
onbusinesses
thatcontinue
workingonthe
globalmarket”



More than 500,000 employees in Russia
have been hit by Western sanctions,
affecting pay and job security: the result
of more than 500 companies taking
measures ranging from suspending new
business to exiting Russia completely.
These companies include Adidas, Airbnb
and JP Morgan.
To help any Russian-based employees

with their pay, organisations can explore
using international payroll providers or
third-party agencies. With the rouble
under pressure, some are thinking about
using foreign currency or even riskier

cyber currency alternatives. Separately,
if a company decides to pull out of Russia
completely, they need to understand
Russian rules around collective dismissal,
severance pay, and insolvency.
Regarding relocation, the situation is

very fluid. With travel restrictions in place,
getting employees out of the country
might require using circuitous routes
and is increasingly expensive. There are
also rumours that Russia might soon
impose legislation making it illegal to
relocate Russian citizens with specific
skills abroad.

A further complication in trying to get
Russian employees out of the country
because of the pandemic. Many countries
don’t recognise Sputnik, Russia’s main
vaccination. Additionally, many countries
require a visa for Russian citizens unless
they are a country in the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS).
More broadly, companies must

consider providing wellbeing support
and ensuring that Russians aren’t
discriminated against because of their
nationality inside or outside of the
country’s borders.

Providing support for employees inRussia

HR’s role in Ukraine

“Ourteam
isusedtobeing
flexible.These
skillshave
provencrucial
duringthewar”
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the day.Humeniuk has also hired an
in-house therapist and hisHR team
shares ways non-combatant employees
can pitch inwith thewar effort. For
Kerstin Rothermel, VP of people at Bolt,
a ride hail and food delivery firm, it also
requires good crisismanagement.
In her view, leadership alignment

between Bolt’s seniormanagement in
Estonia andGermany and linemanagers
inUkraine, as well as having pre-invasion
organisational flexibility, allows the
firm to be reactive when needed. “[Our]
crisis communication team has been
meetingmore or less every day since
the war started to discuss actions that
the business can take in response,” she
says. “Our team is used to being flexible,
adapting to changing circumstances and

working remotely.
All these skills
have proven crucial
during the war.”
This flexibility

is crucial because
uncertainty, explains
Rothermel, is one
of themost difficult
aspects of war that
HRneeds tomanage.
“It is unclear how

long this conflict will last, and even
when it does end, it will take a long time
until the people ofUkraine return to
normality,” she explains.
For Ksenia Prozhogina, VP of people

at 3DLOOK, a virtual fashion try-on
business, which has 80 per cent of its
staff inUkraine, whatever pathHR

takes, all efforts now need to underpin
safety and business continuity. To do
this, 3DLOOK is trying to show staff
that jobs are secure by continuing to talk
regularly. “We have daily andweekly
meetings andwe speak about the future
and showwhat we have done and how
many contracts sales are delivering,” she
explains. “We are trying to show our
people that we will survive.”
It’s an approach grounded by

compassion.ThoughProzhogina, who
showed herwillingness to support staff by
continuously working as shewas driven
to Poland away fromUkraine, believes
HRneeds to be resilient, nowmore than
ever, so they can think clearly about how
best to protect their employees. “Before,
I was responsible for their jobs and
development; now I’m responsible for
their physical lives,” Prozhogina adds.
PeterCheese, CEOof theCIPD,

believes that this care should extend to all
parties a business engages with, not just
full-time employees: “Given the scale of
the humanitarian crisis inUkraine, [HR]
should reach out to agencyworkers and
askwhat helpwould bemost beneficial,”
he adds, noting also awider responsibility
to contractors and supply chains.
For some, the support they now

deliver is firmly in the realm of what
they may have thought their day jobs
would entail. It might be about engaging
on a personal level with staff: for
Zomko, it was offering employees and
their families a seat in the car driving
his wife and child to safety on the
Hungarian border in the early moments

WePlayCEOOlehHumeniukbelievescontinuing topaystaffandmaking
efforts tokeepthebusinessopengivespeopleawelcomesliceofnormality
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of the war. For his HR lead, it involved
doing a headcount at the initial whole
company meeting so they could follow
up with staff who didn’t attend to check
on their safety. In later days, tasks would
involve ensuring that two of Impressit’s
conscripted employees had bulletproof
vests, tactical equipment and helmets.

Having to supply employees with
military hardware is a sobering reminder
that HR cannot shy away from engaging
with the brutal reality of war. This means
worst-case scenario planning has to be
on the cards. It’s something Zomko has
had to engage with as one of his team
is now active in a fighting area. “We are
quite concerned about him, so we offered
additional funds to his family for them
to be comfortable,” he adds, noting they
regularly update staff on his wellbeing.

As part of this willingness to give
updates, Impressit’s communication
channels were also re-jigged. Some
Slack channels moved to read-only so
important messages wouldn’t be missed;
this is especially important as the war
gets more complex. For firms larger
than Impressit, people leaders are using
automated chatbots which ask teammates
if they’re okay, where they’re located,
and if they’re able to work; automating
otherwise time-intensive tasks so HR
resource can be used elsewhere.

The role of the line manager should
also not be overlooked. As with the
pandemic, line managers are often
seen as the front line of good crisis
management, being the visible support
point. However, Emma Parry, professor
of human resource management at

Cranfield School of Management, says
they can only be successful if given the
right tools. “Too often we expect line
managers to undertake activities that
they are not prepared for, so providing
guidance here is crucial,” she says.

In fact, by ensuring line managers
have the skills to manage such a crisis,
HR is partly ticking the box for what

Rachel Suff, senior
employee relations
advisor at the CIPD,
believes will be key
for overcoming this
crisis. That is, being
proactive and ensuring
both structures
and people are as
prepared as possible.
“Organisations need to
be proactive in offering

help rather than waiting for people to
ask for it,” she says, adding: “During
times like these, an organisation’s values
and culture are tested. If managers
and senior leaders role model empathy
and understanding, then the wider
organisation is likely to as well.”

And though it is the impact of
the pandemic that might have made
some organisations and individuals
less able to absorb this disruption, it
is Rothermel’s view that strategies
from this time can act as a good model
for HR teams having to navigate the
Ukrainian war. She says: “With the
pandemic sharpening organisational
ability regarding crisis communications,
something useful once more during this
conflict, the same thinking could be
extended for future conflicts.”

Cheese also believes this. With CIPD
research showing that organisations with
a strong values and culture are better able
to navigate crises, there is a clear playbook
for how HR might navigate future
macro-disruption. “We have much we
can all learn from this crisis and embed in
positive ways for the future, such as more
flexible and hybrid ways of working and
the critical focus on wellbeing,” he says.

This will be critically needed now,
too, as the challenges from this war are
already huge and in acute need of HR
care. As one Ukrainian worker told
PeopleManagement: “It will never be
okay. I am killed in my heart.”
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A culture where learning is embedded
right across the organisation sounds like
every L&Dprofessional’s dream– and
it’s easier to achieve than you think
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T he topic of learning culture
has been trending in recent
years, particularly in light
of the pandemic.While
the ongoing skills gap and

the ever-present threat of the ‘Great
Resignation’ continue to plague
organisations, it has become critical for
L&D to provide impactful workplace
learning that is more than implementing
tick-box training courses or accruingCPD
points. A learning culture is no longer
a nice-to-have, it is a need-to-have.

Gettingdown tobrass tacks
By its very nature, a learning culture
is a tricky concept to pin down, and
a quickGoogle search throws upmyriad
confusing definitions. ButMichelle
Parry-Slater, founder of KairosModern
Learning and author ofTheLearning
andDevelopmentHandbook, says the
key to creating a learning culture is to
first examine the values that lie at the
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Inspirational teaching, like thatofRobin

Williams’character inDeadPoetsSociety
,

canencourageusall toseize theday–wh
ich is

whycreatinga learningcultureatwork is
vital
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Karen Meager and John McLachlan,
organisational psychologists, founders
of Monkey Puzzle Training and
Consultancy and co-authors ofTime
Mastery andReal Leaders for the Real
World argue that dispelling the myths
around learning culture is about
cultivating learning ambassadors at the
top of the organisation: “When a leader
is seen to invest in their own learning
and development it sends a strong signal

that it’s worth doing, which
inspires and motivates others
to follow. A poor learning
culture often comes from
leaders that may well arrange
and promote training, but
then bail out themselves,
giving the impression that
learning is optional.”

Adnan Bajwa, head
of learning at South

Bank University Group, adds that line
managers need to be part of the equation
too: “Yes, leaders need to role model the
organisation’s commitment, but line
managers can use a coaching approach
to facilitate high performance through
learning and doing too,” he says.

This commitment from the leadership
team to invest in future development of
talent and not get distracted by short-term
metrics is key, notes Meager: “Learning
takes time. From the leadership will

come a growth mindset, which
recognises that people can’t learn
without taking risks. Mistakes are
an important part of learning and
failure must be seen as positive,
so leaders need to be supportive
and indeed own their failures as
a learning experience.”

The Covid-19 effect
The last two years have taught us the
importance of agility, particularly
considering learning was one of the
hardest hit areas in organisations.
Overnight, demand for remote
solutions – and the training to use
them – put L&D in the spotlight,
but responsive teams quickly
implemented systems to enable
company-wide learning to continue.
Now there is a little more breathing
space, what ways of working are
organisations channelling into
their learning cultures?
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“Linemanagers
canusea
coaching
approachto
facilitatehigh
performance”

Learning culture
day, as problems arise and are tackled. It’s
when people get the chance to reflect on
their experiences, especially when things
do not go as expected, and work out how
to do things better in the future.”

When it comes to the cornerstones of
a learning culture, what needs to be in
evidence in order to help it flourish? For
Paine, the essential components are trust,
empowerment, engagement, a respect for
diverse views or contrary opinions, and
free debate. “The leadership
in the organisation has to
embody those aspirations and
demonstrate them every day. It
is pointless trying to increase
the quantum of learning if the
environment in the organisation
is toxic,” he says.

Embedding a culture
Creating a learning culture can
be complex, particularly when it means
changing outdated views on what L&D
is and how it fits into an organisation’s
culture. A recent CIPD survey on
professional L&D found the barriers
to a successful learning culture include:
leaders with traditional expectations of
L&D; seeing learning as a cost centre not
an investment; learning initiatives not
being regarded as a priority; and social
learning not being supported. It seems
L&D has the odds stacked against it.

come a growth mindset, which 
recognises that people can’t learn 
without taking risks. Mistakes are 
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organisations channelling into 
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heart of the organisation. “Culture is
a reflection of the people who work in
a company, thus a learning culture is one
manifestation reflecting a wider company
culture’s ‘ingrained innate knowing set of
norms’,” she explains. “If a company is not
interested in people development, L&D is
pushing on a closed door and will need to
address more systemic shifts first, before
a true learning culture will become an
‘ingrained norm’.”

For Dr Nigel Paine, an organisational
development specialist and co-presenter of
internet TV channel Learning Now TV,
a learning culture is where information,
ideas and challenges are openly shared and
worked on collectively: “The knowledge
resides in the spaces between people rather
than locked in an individual’s head. That
rapid sharing of insight and challenge
allows organisations to react fast to
changes and helps build resilience.”

Unpicking the concept further, Valerie
Anderson, professor of human resource
development and education at the
University of Portsmouth, believes that
a learning culture is what goes on at the
implicit level in the organisation: “You
don’t have to look much further than
the business or boardroom culture to
understand what unspoken assumptions
about learning will prevail,” she says. “The
reality is, the most impactful learning in
the workplace occurs during the working

The pandemic saw demand
for remote company-wide
learning skyrocket overnight
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“Covid-19 has created ongoing
ramifications as to how organisations
are set up.However, it has demonstrated
the importance of identifying skills gaps,
such as the ability to change, readiness
and agility, and the need to have the
right knowledgemanagement systems
in place,” saysMelanieGreen, research
advisor at theCIPD.That said, Anderson
points out that online learning
isn’t for everyone, and the
digital dividemeans toomuch
emphasis on digital will see some
of the workforce left out. “The
pandemic has taught us thatmore
learning can be achieved online
thanwe ever thought possible.
However, it does not replace
informal, on-the-job experience
as a basis for learning at work,” she
says. A good learning culturemakes space
for diverse learning approaches, tailoring
them to the needs of the individual, the
team andwider organisation, notesGreen.
“It is how learning is delivered rather
than themediumused to deliver it that is
important,” she adds.

Optimum learning culture
Acknowledging that continuous learning
is a necessary element in organisational
success, how canHR and L&D

professionals implement what is needed?
Parry-Slater advises examining the
organisation from every angle. “Consider
whatmotivates people, what are the
expectations of learning andworking, and
build up,” she says. “Start small. Try some
new ideas. Evaluate those trials. Learn
from them and go again. Revolution in
learning culture happens when something

systemic needs to shift at
a culture level.”
For Bajwa, the technology

tomanage learning
systems is also an enabler
for a burgeoning learning
culture, and having
an intuitive learning
management system (LMS)
aligned to performance
management processes helps

keep the learning organised and accessible.
“We also encourage staff to share learning
through presentations, masterclasses or
digital uploads, and run events such as
staff awards that showcase employees
that have stretched their comfort zones
to produce outstanding benefits for both
themselves and customers.”
Paine adds that a focus on business

metrics, business improvement and
banishing statistics about howmuch and
for how long people learn is important

to allow a learning culture to take root.
“We need to change the role of L&D so it
is about empowering and facilitating, not
running course catalogues,” he says. “Do
the field work. Find out what is holding
people back; do not take amanager’s word
for what the problem is. If you present an
accurate picture of what learning can do
to improve productivity, innovation and
growth, theC-suite will listen.”
A one-size-fits-all approach is

inappropriate, says Anderson. “Learning
in small businesses will be operationalised
differently than in larger settings.
But learning culture should reflect a
straightforward approach thatmakes sense
to everyone.” It should also be supported
by theHR function: “Recruiters need
to help L&Dby assessing skills gaps and
hiring people with a learningmindset,
which will help to embed a rich learning
culture,” addsMcLachlan.
Learning culture is essentially amirror

of the organisational culture, and is not
something that can be implemented
overnight. “It’s not only L&D’s remit but
the whole company’s,” says Parry-Slater.
“Work together on getting the setup right
so the learning itself can flourish and a
learning culture emerge,” she concludes.
✶ Read the CIPD’sCreating learningcultures: assessing
theevidence research atbit.ly/CIPDLearningCultures
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Learning culture

At BT, we use a variety of online platforms
including Pluralsight Skills to provide on-
demand, flexible training programmes to
employees, with short, effective courses
that can be completed in just 10 minutes.
We allocate specialist learning platforms to
people according to business priorities,
and individuals decide what learning is
relevant and at what level. All employees
at BT have access to learning on
whatever device they choose, at
whatever time they choose
and in multiple languages,
with accessibility
options. This provides
employees with the
autonomy to take
control of their own
learning and career
pathways.

During the pandemic, we had to expedite
our modernisation strategy and enhance
our IT practices at a rapid pace. This meant
the move to more online digital platform
learning was sped up. Our team in India,
for example, managed to pivot from mainly
in-person learning to online within four
weeks. Learning across hybrid working
environments meant we had to generate

a culture of continuous learning,
which could be integrated

into work and life.
To deliver this type

of tailored, flexible
learning, we
adopted more
just-in-time
learning through
Pluralsight, which
provides relevant

upskilling that can be delivered
immediately and put into practice. With
technology advancing so rapidly and the
skills needed to make innovation a success
constantly changing, a just-in-time model is
crucial for employees to learn effectively,
while the business can respond to its
adjusting direction of travel.

The pandemic helped many of us to
accelerate our use of online learning and
we will continue to look for ways to develop
an effective online experience. The need
for pace, scale, accessibility and the
breadth and depth of the content needing
to be covered means online is here to stay.
We need to carefully evaluate the different
resources, methodologies and technology
we have available in the learning profession
to ensure we deliver the right product to the
right people at the right time.

Responding to pandemic panicwith ‘just-in-time’ agility

“Itishow
learningis
delivered,
ratherthanthe
mediumused
todeliverit”

Wendy James, leadership, learning, talent and diversity director at BT, explains her response to Covid-19
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“InHR,wehave a habit
CranfieldHRM
professor EmmaParry on
separating fads from real
trends in the future of work
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T he last two years were
amassive upheaval for
almost all organisations.
Butwhen it comes to the
fundamentals of people

management, EmmaParry, who heads up
theChangingWorld ofWork group at
Cranfield School ofManagement, argues
not asmuch has changed as you’d think.

The author of numerous publications
on the subject, Parry has workedwith
organisations including theHomeOffice
and theDepartment for International
Development, as well as private sector
firms. She is a firmbeliever in taking
an evidence-based approach toHR
policies and says context is kingwhen
understanding the needs of a workforce.

At a timewhenmany organisations
are still in a state of flux,People
Management spoke to

Parry aboutwhat the futuremight
hold for flexible working, the skills
shortage, andmuchmore.

Howdoyouunderstand the
changing futureofwork?
I’m a big believer in a contextual
approach toHR: this idea that we
don’t have a ‘one size fits all’ approach,
andwhatworks in relation to people
management is dependent on the
organisation, sector, country, workforce,
people, etc.That’s ledme to undertake
a lot of work about how the context is
changing, hence the future of work.

InHRwe have a habit of following
fads and fashions.We get carried away
with big ideas thatmight not necessarily
be based on evidence. Generations are a
classic example: we’ve seen consultancies
andwhole industries crop up around
designing policies and practices to attract
Millennials orGenerationZ and actually,
if you look at it, the evidence is weak.

What people want from an employee
hasn’t really changed, and neither have

the things that help keep people in an
organisation. It’s about having a good
relationshipwith your linemanager;
equity and reward; being recognised
for what you’re doing; development and
interest in the job; andmeaningful work.

Didweseeashift in thewaypeople
workevenbefore thepandemic?
Weare seeing different emphasis on
different things. Flexibility is the big one,
not just in relation toways of working,
but in relation to things like careers,
job roles and benefits.We’re seeing
people wanting personalisation of their
employee experience and careers. People
nowadays aremuchmorewilling to stand
up forwhat theywant, whether that’s ‘I’m
worthmoremoney so I’m going tomove’;
‘I’m not interested in this in career

anymore’; ‘I’ve now got
a family, so I wantmore flexibility’; or
standing up against climate change.

Whatdoes thatmean forhow
businesses thinkabout skills?
It’s about lifelong learning: how canwe
have this cycle of upskilling and reskilling
people all the time so that they can adapt
as their jobs adapt?That’s what we’re
failing to do.Now,when someone comes
into a job, they’re trained and then they
work their way up some sort of hierarchy.
In the future that’s not going towork,
because we’re going to see skills become
obsolete; because we knoworganisations
need to bemore agile; and because we
know that technological advancement
means skills need to change.

Some of it’s about agility, but some of
it’s about recognising skills.We began
to see that during the pandemic – think
about the shiftwe had, when suddenly
delivery drivers and care workers had
the skills that weremost important.
In business we’re also quite reactive: I
was talking to a construction company

about theway their industry is becoming
more digital, and they’re struggling
because your typical civil engineer
doesn’t necessarily have digital skills.
That’s happening across sectors.We’re
struggling to forecast the skills businesses
are going to need 10 years down the road.

Lower-paid roles like carers are some
of themost important yet hardest to fill –
howdowe attract people into them?

It’s about thinking howwe can
improve the employee value proposition
so people get satisfaction from those jobs
based on theirmeaning. You’re reliant
on people who have a calling to do that
sort of work, and at the same time the
conditions are often quite difficult.
They’re not well paid, and perhaps the
benefits aren’t as good either.

Are thechangesbusinessesmade
during thepandemichere to stay?
I’m talking to a lot of organisations at the
momentwhere linemanagers are saying
theywant people back in the office.The
proof of the puddingwill be whether
those organisations let that carry on, or
whether they take steps to challenge their
linemanagers’ assumptions.

Of course, linemanagers are used to
managing in a particular way. I’m used to
managing in awaywhere I can see people
in the office: they’re visible, I know if
they’re working or not, and I can talk
to themwhen Iwant to. It’s easier when
everyone’s in one place. Butwe need to
be helping team leaders performance
manage people, communicate and
collaborate and develop a teamwhen
not everyone is there and visible. You
can have the best policies and practices
in theworld, but if the culture and line
managers aren’t working in away that’s
inclusive and the culture isn’t inclusive,
those policies and practices are useless.
✶ Listen toParrydiscussing the futureofworkon thebrand
newWhat If podcast from theCIPD’sWork.magazine,
available via all goodpodcast providers

of following fashions”
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Wellbeingmight have
rocketed to the top of
HRpriority lists, but
what evidence is there
that all theHR energy
and investment has led
to a healthier ormore
engagedworkforce? If
anything, problemswith
ill-health – particularly
stress andmental
wellbeing – have become
part of the ‘newnormal’.
Employers have to bear

much of the burden of the
costs of ill-health. (The
government’sThriving atWork
report put the cost of poor
mental health to employers
between £33bn and £42bn. And
that was pre-pandemic). In turn,
HRneeds evidence for strategy
making and building a case for
wellbeing that stands up to
discussions with the board.
Employee assistance

programmes (EAPs) are the
most commonly usedworkforce
health intervention in theUK,
with around half of the
workforce having access to one.
Anecdotally, investment in
EAPs translates into positive
returns in terms of direct cost
savings from reduced claims and
indirectly through lower sickness

absence. But until recently, few
employers were able to collect
evaluation data beyond take-up
and satisfaction
surveys.
AnEAP return

on investment
(ROI) calculator,
such as the one developed by the
Institute for Employment
Studies, meansHR can get a
snapshot of its ROI. It can also
look at the potential impact of
differentmodels of services,
changing the level of investment
or pushing promotional activity.
The data is then just the start.
The results are an opportunity to
start conversations on how an
EAP can bemore about
prevention and creating a
healthy, resilient culture.

Data released in February
2022 reveals that for every £1
spent on an EAP in theUK
fromOctober 2020 to
October 2021, employers
have seen an average ROI of
£8, compared to a previous
average of £7.27.Usage levels
rose to 11.4 per cent, up from
10.4 per cent, and as a result,
ROI alsowent up.
The evidencemakes a clear

point:more proactive
interest fromHR in

managing its EAP offering and
encouraging awareness among
staff leads directly to higher

ROI. In practice, thatmeans
making the role of an EAP for
supporting health andwellbeing
loud and clear in both digital
content and physically around
theworkplace.Make use of every
format possible: posters, flyers,
emails, infographics and video
clips. A proven approach is to
focus on individual aspects of the
EAP, and running campaigns
around topical issues such as
sleep, finances, family
relationships and gender health.

Helping you get further
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Career path

EugeneFarrell,
chair of the
Employee
Assistance
Professionals
Association (EAPA)

Masterclass

“Proactive interest from
HR leads to higherROI”

Taking it further

How to use EAPdata intelligently
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Read
MorganAsh

Improving the
effectiveness of
employee assistance
programmeswhite paper
bit.ly/EffectiveEAP

Listen
CIPD podcast

episode #159:Managing
the wellbeing of
remote workers bit.ly/
RemoteWorkersPodcast

Try
EAPAUK

return on investment
calculator
bit.ly/EAPROI

Research:
scandals don’t
always affect
a company’s
standing or
reputation
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My interest inpeoplecame from
watchingBigBrother. I loved the fact that
you can put a variety of people fromdifferent
backgrounds into an environment, give
them tasks and see how theywork together
– there’ll be conflict, but then it’s about
how that conflict gets resolved.When Iwas
looking at careers, this combinedwithmy
A-levels in psychology and sociology, which
all seemed to link together inHR.

In 2019, I setmyself thegoal to see 100shows that
year. I endedupseeing 127. I wanted to absorbmyself
in a passion, not because I want to be on the stage, but
because I love the environment. I started pretty slowly
with a couple amonth, but while on a long-haul flight,
made a list of all the shows I wanted to see. I startedwith
two aweek on average, but then did 32 days in a row.

Theatre techniques are a
mediumof communication.
What I love about the theatre
is you can choose a challenging
topic and capture people’s
imagination for an hour or two,
dealingwith ideas youwould
not necessarily talk to friends
or family about. Five years ago,
I became a qualified coach and
realised I used theatre at work.
Training new people, I’d do it
via a role play scenario and that
interaction helps people learn.

HR in the theatreworld is important
because without our people, it would be
incredibly difficult to put on our shows.We
could have themost amazing productions, but
if we don’t have the staff that are giving amazing
customer care, it’s going to affect customers’
experiences. Butwe also have on average 1,500
people attending a show and every night they
have their own lives that are going on, so you
want to be able to support not only your staff,
but also the people that are buying your product.

When Igot the jobatLWTheatres,
people thought Iwascrazy leaving a
permanent job for a fixed-term contract.
But I’ve always wanted toworkwithin the
theatre industry. It was a tough decision
forme; I slept on it for a week and knew if I
didn’t take it I’d constantly be questioning
‘what if?’, and I didn’t want that to happen.
I joined in January at the dawn ofOmicron,
and luckily we have a greatmanagement
team in all of the venues.

Everyonehasbeen touched
by the pandemic in different
ways so there’s somuch to
learn about howwe canmove
forward. I would hate us to
just forget about the last few
years from anHRperspective.
Mental health, for example,
has been a key focus, especially
in the roles I’ve been doing,
either training people or doing
seminars andworkshops. If that
just stopped, which I’m seeing
happening, it would be a shame.

CV

Iain Alembick
HRmanageratLWTheatres

Who Iam

IainAlembick,CharteredMCIPD, startedas
HRmanager at LWTheatres inJanuary2022,
havingpreviouslyworked inHR rolesatTheGym
Group, epayandBoots.Heholdsadegreewith
honours inHumanResourceManagement from
KingstonUniversity, and is alsoacertifiedexecutive
coach fromtheAcademyofExecutiveCoaching.
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When PeopleManagement
interviewed Lynda Gratton,
global thought leader and
professor of management
practice at London Business
School, at the tail end of
2021 ahead of her keynote
appearance at the CIPD’s
Annual Conference, she was
in the throes of editing her
then-upcoming book, and
described how she hoped that
the myriad changes seen in
the world of work during and
immediately following the
Covid-19 pandemic wouldn’t
be just another “fad”.
Fast forward six or so

months, and said
book,Redesigning
Work, is now
out in the world
and issuing
another clarion call
for businesses to
move from rhetoric
to action and grasp
this “extraordinary
opportunity” to
capitalise on the upheaval
brought about by Covid and
give employees the working
lives they really want.
Drawing onGratton’s

research and teaching in
this area, as well as insights

gleaned from the
clients she consults
through her firmHSM
Advisory,Redesigning
Work sets out a simple
four-stage process
for businesses to
follow, encompassing
understanding what
matters to them;

reimagining the future;
modelling and testing new
ideas; and acting on the
newmodel and creating
newways of working.
Particularly pertinent

is Gratton’s explanation
of how to ensure fairness

whenmodelling and testing
new practices; those such as
younger workers, employees
with caring responsibilities
and who are unable to work
from home are just three
examples of groups whomay
stand to lose out – or at least
not benefit as significantly –
from any redesign projects.
For anyHR leader or

business owner looking
to define and embed post-
Covid working practices in
the longer term but unsure
exactly where or how to begin,
RedesigningWork represents
an excellent starting point.

{Book}

EveryoneIncluded
HelenMay, PearsonBusiness, £11.79/£8.19 e-book

Havingworked in leadership, talent
and culture for a quarter of a century
and been diagnosedwith ADHDas an
adult, May is no stranger to the need for
businesses to be inclusive. InEveryone
Included, she puts forward the idea that
a sense of belonging among employees
is key to successful inclusion and
diversity initiatives, explaining her five
principles aswell as how to create
this feeling among staff and embed
belonging into the organisation’s
culture in the long term.

{Book}

TheFutureofRecruitment
FranziskaLeutner, ReeceAkhtar andTomas
Chamorro-Premuzic, EmeraldPublishing,
£17.64/£17.76e-book

Recruitment has already changed
beyond recognition thanks to the
pandemic, but it’s due to keep up that
momentumas the likes of artificial
intelligence and gamification become
more commonplace. Leutner et al have
created a book that exploreswhere
theworld of hiring is likely to head in an
incredibly thorough and detail-richway,
but that alsomanages to avoid being
dauntingly complicated or technical.

{Book}

RadicallyHuman
PaulRDaugherty andHJamesWilson,Harvard
BusinessReviewPress, £23.01/£12.34e-book

Technology and humans are traditionally
two very disparate entities, yet, as
Daugherty andWilson explain in the very
first chapter ofRadically Human, tech is
quickly becomingmore intelligent and
less artificial. Explaining how a range of
organisations across different sectors
are redefining their approach using the
IDEAS (intelligence, data, experience,
architecture and strategy) framework,
the book is a fascinating insight into the
future of business technology.

{Podcast}

L&DDisrupt
NelsonSivalingam, via all goodpodcast providers

Launched in 2021, L&DDisrupt promises
to delve deep into the ever-changing
world of learning and development as
organisations and professionals navigate
the newworking landscape. Hosted by
Sivalingam, the co-founder of HowNow,
andwith new episodes dropping every
Tuesday, listeners can expect wide-
ranging and thoughtful discussions
with learning experts, including about
the relationship betweenHRand L&D;
the state of L&D in 2022; and using
technology to enrich learning.

What’snew

RedesigningWork
LyndaGratton, Penguin Business, £10.69/£9.99 e-book

Reviews

InStrategic
Redundancy
Implementation,
Liverpool John
Moores University
senior HRM lecturer
Dr Madeleine
Stevens offers a rare
one-stop shop for
navigating the entire
redundancy process
using her three-step
strategy, Re-focus,
Re-organise and
Re-build.
Meanwhile, inAnti-

Racist Leadership,
former CEO, chair
and president of
smoothie chain
Jamba Juice James
DWhite draws on
his own experiences
of a 30-year
career as a Black
man in corporate
America to offer
a comprehensive
understanding of how
firms can integrate
their DEI agendas.

“Gratton explains
how to ensure
fairness when
modelling and
testing new
practices”
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Anumber of our female
workforce are of
menopausal age and I’m
acutely aware it’s something
we should be offeringmore
support on, yetmycompany
is dominatedbymenwho
either don’t understand – or
don’twant to understand
– the issues this section of
our employeebase is facing
or is likely to be facing soon.
They think that byproviding
a clean toilet area,we’re
meeting expectations. How
canwe show that this is
not enoughandmake sure
affected employees are
adequately supported?

This is a topic that’s gaining
momentum in awareness
and understanding but, as
a whole, we all need to do
more, and quickly.Think
about what matters to those
in power and help them
realise the business case for
offering support to anyone

going throughmenopause or
who is about to. Use research
and data to show the impact
menopause can have on
people and the effect this has
on the organisation in terms
of cost and performance and,
most importantly, mention
it is the human thing to do.

You could use workforce
data related tomenopause
such as sickness absence
statistics, staff survey data
and other sources of internal
information that show the
impact it is having.
Once you have the senior

management on board with
the importance, develop a
plan of action. It would be
sensible to start from the
beginning and get the whole
organisation educated about
what menopause is and,

specifically for managers,
what their role is when
supporting someone going
through it. To help, you could
think about implementing
a policy or amending an
existing policy to present
how your organisation will
support those going through

menopause.TheCIPD has
guidance on this.
While this is an important

topic, youmay want to think
about using it as a platform
to talk about similar matters.
More broadly, you could
develop amanagers’ toolkit
to cover how they should be
supporting employees through
a range of other sensitive
situations, such as a mental
health crisis, the loss of a baby
and financial difficulties.
✶ bit.ly/CIPDMenopause2022

Iwas recently recruitedas
anHRmanager inasmall
family-ownedbusiness.There
areonly sevenemployees,
but themanagingdirector
seems tohave takenashine
tooneaccountmanagerand
haspromotedherwithinnine
monthsofher startingher
role.She isnowsalesand
operationsmanagerand Iam
expected to report toher.She
hasno formalqualifications
and inmyopinionhasbittenoff
more thanshecanchew.How

do I challengeherpromotion
without soundingbitter?

Try to see this situation from
the view of others involved and
also test your own judgement.
Let’s beginwith the promotion:
ask yourself why youwant to
challenge it andwhat you are
trying to solve. If the reason is
linked to fairness and equity and
developing an organisational
approach to promotions and
reward, it seems a reasonable
conversation to have.The aspect

of sounding bitter is ultimately
down to yourCEO’s perception.
Your reasons for challenging
it should be objective, not
personal. Given the decision has
already beenmade, itmay be
better to say to theCEO that
you are happy to give advice in
the future about any promotions
they are thinking about, as this
fits withHR’s remit.
Use reporting to this person

as an opportunity.There are
pros and cons to reporting to
amanager who is not anHR
specialist. Focus on the pros of
being able to indirectly teach her
about good practice, and you’ll
be able to shape howHR looks

in the company; youwouldn’t
get this opportunity if you
were reporting to anotherHR
person. To be amanager, you
don’t have to be a specialist in
the field; goodmanagers can
be comfortable inmanaging
others and relying on their
expertise while they focus
on the non-technical side.
Give her a chance andwork
with her to show your ability,
as I’m sure she’ll in turn be
wondering how tomanage an
HRperson. It’s important to
judge things over timewith
working relationships – there
will be bumps, but you could
be pleasantly surprised.

Was newmanager
promoted prematurely?

Yourproblems

“Useworkforcedata andother sourcesof
information that show the impact it is having”

Malebossesdon’t understand
need formenopausesupport

Guest Fixer Idris
Arshad tackles
your queries
An experiencedHRprofessional,
Idris Arshad is currently a people and
inclusion partner at south-east London-
based hospice StChristopher’s. He
has previously workedwith a number
of faith-based charities, as well as
with housing and homelessness
organisations, and also lectured on a
part-time basis at LondonMetropolitan
University. Hewas recentlymentored
as part of CIPD’s AspiringHRDirector
Mentoring programme.
His replies arewritten in a personal

capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or theCIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visitbit.ly/pmfixer

Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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DocuSignhasappointed
IeshaBerry (1)as its first chief
diversity andengagement
officer. Berry hasheld similar
roles in techandbankingand
bringsmore than20years of
experience in thefield.
MetteHindborgGadehas

joinedbusiness tech solutions
companyPleoaschief people
officer.HindborgGadehasan
engineeringbackgroundand
waspreviously apartner at
McKinsey&Company.
Recruitment firmHead

Resourcing, headquartered
inEdinburgh, hasannounced
the internal promotionofLyle
Ritchie (2) to headof talent
solutions. Ritchie joined the
company in 2013andhas
progressed tohis new role.
BigTableGrouphas

appointedDebbieMooreas
its newHRdirector. Shebrings
more than25years’ experience
in retail andhospitality.
UK-basedpensions and

savingsproviderCushonhas
appointedJoBeanas its new

chief people officer. Bean
brings years of experience in
the tech sector to the role.
Workplace software

provider essensyshas
announced theappointment
ofKallyKang-Kersey (3)
to thenewly created role of
chief people officer.
HannahBelton,Chartered

MCIPD, who is director and
headof employment lawat
MorganLaRoche, hasbeen
appointedasa feepaid
employment tribunal judge
sitting in theSouthWest region.
IGGrouphasannounced

theappointment ofBarbara
Duffy, who joins fromCentrica,
as its chief people officer.
LNERhasappointed

ClaireAnsley to thenew
roleofpeopleandcustomer
experiencedirector.Ansley,
whohasbeencustomer
experiencedirector for four
years,will nowalsooversee
thepeople team.
PaulBoustead,Chartered

CCIPD (4)has joined the

University of Leedsaschief
people andculture officer.
BousteadmovesfromLancaster
University, whereheheld the
role of director of people and
organisational excellence.
LauraChapman,

CharteredMCIPD (5)has left
her role asheadofHRbusiness
partnering atCarShopand
joined tech start-upCarzam,
in thenewly created role of
chief people officer.
Glasgow-basedStartline

Motor Financehasappointed
AmandaMillerasheadof
HR. For the last twoyears she
hasmanagedher ownhuman
resourcesconsultancy.
EquitiGrouphasannounced

theappointment ofMarta
Ilbakasglobal headof human
resources. Ilbakhasworked in
a rangeofHR roles includingas
headof people atDeliveroo.
SatiaRai (6)hasbeen

appointed to the role of
welfare andEDI director at
the International Professional
SecurityAssociation (IPSA).

1

3

a catch-22 of needing experience
for entry-level jobs, says Zoe Hawkins
(pictured), an executive coach
and director of In Good Company.
However, you’re doing some great
things, including the volunteering
and CIPD qualifications, which show
tenacity, a willingness to learn and
your character.
While in your current job, there are

some things you can do internally.
Approach your HR department and
see if you can get involved in projects.
Typically, HR is always working on
cross-functional things and can
be lightly resourced, and may
take internal volunteers to help
out on things.
If those opportunities are

not obvious internally, then look

externally for the positions that
you want and make the most of
the experience you have. It sounds
like you’re also experiencing fear;
we’re often more afraid of the ‘no’s
we receive. You can learn from the
recruitment process itself, such as
learning multiple ways to present your
skills in a compelling way or honing
your interviewing experience.
This also brings in another tip:

make sure you tailor your CV. It
helps if you present information on
previous experience in the best way
for the roles you are applying for.
‘Administrator’, for example, might
read better than ‘Office Administrator’
if you are going for an HR admin
position – and then play up your
experience in the first bullet point.

I’m currently working as an office
administrator for an energy
company. I have some experience
with onboarding, and have studied
for my Level 3 CIPD qualification,
and am currently studying for
my Level 5. I want to get into HR
fully, but I’m having trouble as I
can’t take a pay cut because of the
recent increases in inflation. I’m
trying to get into volunteering so I
can gain experience this way and
still keepmy full salary. Is this a
good way to go about trying to enter
the profession, or would I be better
off taking an entry-level role so I
can get my foot in the HR door?

When you’re trying to break into
HR, it can seem like you’re stuck in

The next step Wehelp you to help your career

5

4

Who’smakingHRheadlines?People and posts

Moves
Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@
haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis
bit.ly/pmnextstep
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GCI is HMRC compliant and FCA authorised and regulated for Consumer Hire. The amount you can save is

dependent on your individual tax circumstances. Not all bike brands are available. Please ask for details.

NO SPEND

LIMITS

WITH GCI

THE CYCLE TOWORK SCHEME

WITH NO LIMITS OR FEES

Save at least 33.25%

Easy monthly payments

No ownership fees

Any type of cycle



A study byWarwick Business
School (WBS) has found that
corporate scandals do not
necessarily affect reputation.
The research, which was the

first large-scale undertaking
of its kind, looked at Fortune
magazine’s 2022World’s Most
Admired Companies survey,
which ranks the reputation of
the top 50 global companies.
It then analysed media

coverage of any corporate
scandals affecting the listed
companies, and compared
this with where each
company ranked on the list.
For each negative event,

the study looked at whether
it had led to legal action,
affected a non-complicit
stakeholder, (such as children,
the disabled or those from
a lower socio-economic
background) or if it was
otherwise undesirable.

It found that events
on their own were not
likely to lead to changes in
reputation; however, if an
event led to legal action,
this was more likely to lead
to reputational damage
than if an event affected
a non-complicit group.

The study also found that
when a company had not
been found culpable by a
court, then stakeholders were
likely to give them the benefit
of the doubt. Companies
that had previously invested
in social responsibility
efforts were more likely

to benefit from this effect
than companies with a past
negative reputation.
Irina Surdu-Nardella,

associate professor of
international business and
strategy atWBS and one
of the study’s authors, said
that stakeholders were
likely to view the scandals
“through the lens of their
existing perceptions and
often dismiss events that
contradict their views”.
The study “highlights how

resilient a company’s standing
can be, and therefore, the
value of investing in gaining a
positive reputation in the first
place”, she added. “However,
if it’s a business people already
dislike [being] embroiled in
scandal, they see it, to a large
extent, as merely confirming
what they already thought.”
✶ bit.ly/WBSReputationStudy

Research
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Companyscandalsdon’talwaysaffect reputation

Supportive friendships
between coworkers are likely
to lead to increased levels
of creativity, a study by the
University of Bath School
ofManagement has found.
200 dual-income,

heterosexual couples, of
which 80 per cent had
children, were asked to keep
a weekly diary over five weeks
and record their coworker
work-family support.
It found that during

weeks when a participant
received informal support
from coworkers, such as
a colleague listening to

Research by Belgium’s Vlerick
Business School has found
that small tomedium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) benefit
from investment in sustainable
initiatives through their
increase in creditworthiness.
The study analysed the

environmental, social
and governance (ESG)
performance of 350 Belgian
SMEs andmeasured this
against their level of credit
risk. It found that on average,
an 11 per cent increase in
ESG performance led to a
decrease of credit risk by
3.5 per cent.

personal issues or providing
cover for absence if a child is
sick, they benefited from a
positive home environment.
This led to an increase

of creativity in work,
demonstrating that coworker
work-family support led to a
“positive resource gain spiral”.
Yasin Rofcanin, professor

of management and one
of the study’s authors, said
that employees who receive
support may be more likely
to “open up about stresses,
seek to resolve issues, or make
improvements to the juggle
of work-life arrangements”.
Employers can put policies

and procedures in place
to minimise work-family
conflict, added Rofcanin.
✶ bit.ly/BathCoworkerStudy

Goodworking
relationships
lead to creativity

Sustainability
investment
benefits SMEs

According to the study,
good ESG performance may
benefit firms by increasing
cash flows: this can be done
via an increase in a firm’s
client base, or an increase
in shareholder utility, as
some investors value ESG
products and services as well
as financial performance.
David Veredas, professor

of financial markets at
Vlerick and one of the study’s
authors, said that capital is
the biggest obstacle for SMEs
that intend to increase their
sustainable endeavours.
“This has resulted in

greenwashing, whereby
companies share
disinformation regarding
their ESG practices,” he said.
✶ bit.ly/VlerickSMEStudy

Thelatest
fi g frfindingsfrom
thefinest
minds

Apple topsFortune’smostadmired
companies list for the 15thconsecutive
yeardespiteongoingcriticism fromrivals
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On25March 2022, the people
profession reunited for the glamorous
and prestigious CIPD IrelandHR
Awards atMansionHouse, Dublin.
The annual awards recognise and
reward innovation and excellence
in the fields ofHR, L&D and
peoplemanagement.
Throughout the pandemic L&D

functions have had to pivot on a
sixpence, and again, in the last 12
months have had to adapt to newly
adoptedworking practices.This year’s
Rising Star of the People Profession,
JasonMartin fromPwC, impressed
the judges in realigning L&D initiatives
with the people strategy and business
priorities, in what proved to be a
great example of pivoting to a hybrid
learning environment, retraining
tutors and creating new content.

CIPDIrelandHR
Awards:winners
CIPD Ireland recognises innovation and excellence at annual awards event

Focus
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HR/L&D team
of the year
Department of Foreign
Affairs led by the
HRAbroad Local
Staff Team

Rising star of the
people profession
JasonMartin, PwC

Embedding
a culture of
workplacewellbeing
(large)
Department of
Foreign Affairs

Embedding
a culture of
workplacewellbeing
(small/medium)
The Office of
Government
Procurement

Employee
empowerment
and trust
Spark innovation
Programme in
collaboration with
Health Innovation
Hub Ireland

Flexible and hybrid
working
Permanent TSB

Inclusion and diversity
FINEOSCorporation

Learning and
development
Iarnród Éireann Irish Rail

Sustainable change
management (new)
Boston Scientific and
Xenergie

Talentmanagement
Iarnród Éireann Irish Rail

Reflecting on the event,Mary
Connaughton, CIPDdirector Ireland,
said: “TheCIPD IrelandHRAwards
are the perfect opportunity to bring
together ourmembers and community,
to support each other and recognise
our achievements. “The awards process
is about learning – our reflections
along with insights from the winning
organisations. Congratulations to all
our winners, whomade such a strong
impact on their organisations.”
The awards also welcomed the

introduction of a new category in
Sustainable ChangeManagement, with
judges looking for change stories with
strategic solutions for a sustainable
future. Congratulations to the
inaugural category winners Boston
Scientific andXenergie.
✶bit.ly/CIPDIreland2022

EXTRA
EXTRA

LongCovidsupport
An estimated 1.3 million people
in the UKwere experiencing
long Covid as of January 2022.
While we are still learning about
this condition, supporting
employees with long Covid to
return to – and stay in – work is
vital. Explore the CIPD’s guides
for people professionals, line
managers and colleagues.
✶bit.ly/CIPDLongCovid

Addressingworkplaceincivility
In any workplace, employees
will have different experiences
and perspectives. But during
times of heightened tension,
this can sometimes lead
tomisunderstandings and
disputes. The CIPD’s latest
evidence review explores key
drivers of bullying and incivility,
offering key recommendations
to help shut down unwelcome
behaviour quickly.
✶bit.ly/CIPDWorkplaceBullying

Ukrainecrisis: resources
The war in Ukraine is having
a devastating impact on
millions of people’s lives with
repercussions felt around the
world. Whether their workers
or their families are directly
affected, employers will want to
help their people as best they
can during this troubling time.
✶bit.ly/CIPDUkraineResources

Tackling in-workpoverty
Supporting your people to
achieve a decent standard of
living is an essential element
of good work and responsible
business. With one in eight
workers trapped in poverty,
and the current cost of
living crisis gripping the UK,
financial wellbeing is an issue
too difficult for employers to
ignore. Learnmore about the
role employers can play to
loosen poverty’s grip.
✶bit.ly/CIPDTacklingPoverty

TheCIPDhascompiledmaterials

for employerswishing to support

workers through thecrisis inUkraine
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Thecurrent cost of living crisis in the
UKhasmade financial wellbeing an
issue that’s too hard for employers to
ignore. Even before living costs began
to soar, one in eightUKworkers were
already struggling tomake endsmeet.
To inspire employers to play their

part in supporting better financial
wellbeing and loosening poverty’s grip,
theCIPDhas launched a new in-work
poverty hub, in collaborationwith the
JosephRowntree Foundation.
Commenting on how employers

can tackle in-work poverty, Louise
Woodruff from the JosephRowntree
Foundation, said: “This isn’t just a
question of paying peoplemore, it’s
also about policies and support that
allow people to plan, to knowwhat
their incomewill be in advance, and
to knowhow theywouldmeet an
unexpected cost.”
While the biggest difference an

employer canmake is to pay a fair and
liveable wage, the hub – focused on
raising awareness of in-work poverty –
also explores how supporting financial
wellbeing andworkplace progression is
pivotal in helping your people achieve
a decent standard of living.
✶bit.ly/CIPDTacklingPoverty

Makingwork
arouteout
ofpoverty

“The hub explores
how supporting

financial wellbeing
andworkplace
progression is

pivotal”
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Member benefit: CIPD
membership renewals
WithCIPDmembership, you’vegota
careerpartner thatwill giveyou the
resources tokeepdriving forward,
makeconfidentdecisionsandensure
yourorganisationcan thrive. In thepast
yearwehavepublishedmore than60
reportsandguides to support you,
from implementinghybridworking to
supportingfinancialwellbeing.The
launchof theCIPDLearningHuboffers
anumberof free learningopportunities
tohelpmembersnurture their personal
growthanddevelopasaprofessional.
✶bit.ly/CIPDMemberBenefits

TheCIPDhas launched a new
Learning Shop, which is designed
to deliver world-class, cutting-edge
learning to people professionals –
anytime, anywhere, on any device.
It allowsmembers and non-

members to purchase courses from
a suite of rich learning experiences,
which supplement those already
included in theCIPDmembership.
The resources will reflect the
latest industry developments and
include expert insights to helpHR
practitioners prepare for whatever
challenges tomorrowmay bring.
A ‘self-assessment lite’ tool helps

users identify their own skills
or knowledge gaps by assessing
their capabilities against the
ProfessionMap (which sets the
international benchmark for the
people profession).They then receive
recommendations onwhich courses
will bemost relevant to them.
TheLearning Shop can be

accessed through theCIPD
LearningHub, whichwas launched
inNovember 2021. It is designed
to help people professionals take
control of their personal learning
journeys, keep track of their progress
and reflect onwhat they’ve learned.
Courses fromTheLearning

Shop are available via a subscription
or as one-off purchases, and are
discounted forCIPDmembers.
✶ shop.cipd.org

CIPDlaunches
newUK
LearningShop
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Business Opportunities Career Counselling

Talent Development HRConsulting

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44 (0) 208 1339750

MANAGE STRESS
BUILD RESILIENCE
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Employability Skills Training HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Flexible
Benefits

Health &
Wellbeing

Employee
Engagement

People
Analytics

Creating
better business
outcomes
together

HR & Payroll
Outsourcing

Diversity &
Inclusion

Resourcing
Optimisation

0207 960 7769

hrsolutions@capita.co.uk

capita.com/HRsolutions

@CapitaHRS

Job Evaluation
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CHECK OUT THESE HR JOBS ANDMORE

pmjobs.cipd.co.uk

HR DATAANALYST &MIS OFFICER

LOCATION: OLDHAM, GREATER

MANCHESTER

SALARY: £28,226 - £31,895

Expiry Date: 25th April 2022

HUMAN RESOURCE DIRECTOR

LOCATION: LONDON/ HYBRID

SALARY: £85,000

Expiry Date: 4th May 2022

HRMANAGER

LOCATION:WOODFORD GREEN, ESSEX

SALARY: SCALE 12, POINT 35-38

(£41,586-£44,628 FTE)

(DEPENDENT UPON EXPERIENCE)

Expiry Date: 27th April 2022

HR OFFICER
LOCATION: SHEPPERTON, SURREY

SALARY: COMPETITIVE
Expiry Date: 24th April 2022

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENTMANAGER

LOCATION: LONDON (CENTRAL),

LONDON (GREATER)

SALARY: £35,000 - £40,000

Expiry Date: 28th April 2022

HR BUSINESS PARTNER

LOCATION: DAGENHAM, LONDON

SALARY: £41,586 - £44,628

Expiry Date: 29th April 2022

samantha.johnston@haymarket.com T. 0208 267 4965 Appointments
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Theproblem
Burned-out doctor Adam Kay is
struggling to look after patients in an
understaffed ward, and his superior
gives him the impossible task of
discharging more patients during
a busy shift. Judgement clouded
by stress and lack of sleep, he sends
home a woman who turns out to
have serious complications. He is also
reported by his colleague, who says
that his poor decisions are affecting
staff. But could better communication
and management have gone some way
to helping Adam’s decision-making?

Overwork and lack of support are just some of the problems faced in the series

CouldHRsolve...?

Thesolution
Clearly, the issues affectingNHS
staff reach far beyond this example,
but one of themost important
things for a properly functioning
department is formanagement
to take a “consistent, top-down”
approach to employee progression,
says ResaGalgut, director of 88
KeysConsulting (pictured).This
takes a while to embed, but a hands-
on approach is “essential”, she says.
In particular, Adam’s superior

needs to take ownership: “He seems
to have an attitude that says: ‘I did it

this way, and suffered,
so it has to be inflicted
on you’,” she says. If he
had intervened after
Adammistakenly
sent the patient home,

instead of “brushing it under the
carpet”, some of thewider issues
around stress, lack of sleep and poor
job designmay have surfaced earlier.
A performance review system

would have gone someway to
helpingAdam,who seems to
default to an “if I don’t know
the answer, I’ll justmake it up”
response. If someone had outlined
clearly what is expected of him,
and signposted him towellbeing
resources, then the situations seen
in the showmay have been avoided.
It’s clear a cultural change is

needed in this workplace, says
Galgut. “It could be as simple as
HRhaving a coffeewith everyone
to find outwhat is going on and
how it could be improved,” she says.

DoctorAdamKayandcolleague

ShrutiAcharyawouldhave
benefitted

fromamore “consistent, top-dow
n”

approach frommanagement



All Experts Agree.

uflexreward.com

“By making rewards supportive

of and responsive to employee

needs and preferences,

organizations can engage tale
nt

and drive performance in an

uncertain and rapidly evolving

business environment.”

“As we progress through life, what is important changes according to our
lifestyle needs and expectations. This is also true for employees in the
workplace — what they need and want from their employer across their
life and career stages, how and where they want to work, and the physical,
ĲŹƇǂŗƇŻćŰ ćŻī fiŻćŻĤŗćŰ ǣĲŰŰģĲŗŻŋ ƶǊƫƫƇƮǂ ǂŒĲǩ ƶĲĲŭɡʐ

“½ŒĲ ĤŒćŻŋŗŻŋ ĲǨƫĲĤǂćǂŗƇŻƶ ƇŊ ć ŹǊŰǂŗŋĲŻĲƮćǂŗƇŻćŰ ǣƇƮŭŊƇƮĤĲ ǂŒćǂ ǢćŰǊĲƶ

transparency and a personalized, consumer-centric talent experience.”

“FƇƮ ǂŒĲ Űćƶǂ fiŊǂĲĲŻ ǩĲćƮƶ, ƇƮŋćŻŗǳćǂŗƇŻƶ ŒćǢĲ ģĲĲŻ ǣƇƮŭŗŻŋ
ǂƇǣćƮīƶ ć īĲĲƫĲƮ ǊŻīĲƮƶǂćŻīŗŻŋ ƇŊ ǂŒĲ ƫƮĲŊĲƮĲŻĤĲ ƫƮƇfiŰĲƶ

ƇŊ ĲŹƫŰƇǩĲĲ ŋƮƇǊƫƶɡ ½ŒĲ ćŗŹɨ ½Ƈ īĲŰŗǢĲƮ ŻĲĲīƶʂģćƶĲī ģĲŻĲfi
ǂƶ ćŻī ŻƇŻʂfiŻćŻĤŗćŰ ƮĲǣćƮīƶ ǣŒŗŰĲ ƇƫǂŗŹŗǳŗŻŋ ƫƮƇŋƮćŹ ĤƇƶǂƶ

ǂŒćǂ ƮĲflĲĤǂ ĤǊŰǂǊƮĲɡ �Źŗī ĤǊƮƮĲŻǂ ĤƇƶǂ ĤƇŻƶǂƮćŗŻǂƶ, ǣĲ ƶĲĲ ǂŒŗ
ƶ ǂƮĲŻī ƮćƫŗīŰǩ ćĤĤĲŰĲƮćǂŗŻŋɡ By identifying the rewards that

employees value most, forward-thinking organizations will be able to sustain levels of engagement while limiting

ŗŊ ŻƇǂ ƮĲīǊĤŗŻŋ ƇǢĲƮćŰŰ ŰćģƇƮ ĤƇƶǂƶɡʐ

“Above all, the total rewards package will need to be bespoke. In this respect, HR will take a leaf out ofmarketing’s book. HR can create unique segments — or personas — by clustering attributes like age,income, life stage, family status, career level and certain preferences, and tailor reward experiencesand content accordingly. ½ĲĤŒŻƇŰƇŋǩ (ŊƮƇŹ ĲŹƫŰƇǩĲĲ ƫƇƮǂćŰƶ ǂƇ īŗŋŗǂćŰ ĤćƮĲĲƮʂƫćǂŒŗŻŋ ƶƇŊǂǣćƮĲɷ ǣŗŰŰ ĲŻćģŰĲindividualized choice based on the needs each individual values, without adding undue administrative burden.”

Personalized Total Rewards is required to ensure you attract, retain & motivate your talent.

All Data. All Employees. All Rewards. All Countries. One Place.

uFlexReward is the only system that will facilitate and manage your total reward personalization.
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